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VOL. V -NO. 11. HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, APRIL 29, 1876. WHOLE NO. 219.
4 WEEKLY NEWSPAPER,
PUBLISHED EVKHY SATURDAY AT
mm mi, - • mm,
OFFICE: VAN LAN DEGEND’S BLOCK.
0. VAN 80HELVEN, Editor and Publisher.
YII1I8 Or BUB8CIIPII0H:-|2.00 peryurln idmoe.
J/OB PRINTINa PROMPTLY AND NEATLY DON*.
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
TJAVERKATE, G, J. First Ward Hardware
1A Store; sell cheaper thau any other; 8th
treet.
On. Banareof ten lines, (nonpareil.) 75 cents
m *^”*1 i*~ ̂  1
yAN DER VEEN, E„ Dealer in General Hard-
t ware ; cor. Eighth and Rlrer street.
yAN LANDEGEND A MELIS, Dealers in
Hard-ware, Tin-ware and Farming Imple-
ments; Eighth street.
lotill.
A ETNA HOUSE. P. Zalsman, Proprietor.
i \ Kirnt-class accommodation. Free Bush to and
fnm the Trains. Eighth street.
pITY HOTEL. J. W. Mindkriiout, Proprietor.V Bnilt in 1878; Fnrnished inelegant style, and
a flrst-A-lass hotel throughont.
X. o. of 0. T.
•f eicb *«T - --- °" T“e'd‘r lT'nln«
Visiting brothers are cordially invited.
J. A. Roost, II. S. “• N. Q.
k r hrsl Insertion, and 25 cents for each subse-







1 M. r. m 1 T.
3 50 ft 00 8 00
5 O' 8 00 10 00
8 00 10 00 17 "0
10 no 17 'Ml 2ft 0 1
17 00 *25, (K) 40 no
25 00 40 00 ftft 00
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
ahanges.
Bnainess Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines, $8.00 per annum.
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub-
lished withoit charge.
An X before the Subscriber’s name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription. Two Z X sig-
nify that no paper will be continued after date.
All advertising bills collecta'du quarterly
§U5ii}fiS5 directory.
IJHOENIX MOTEL. J. McVicar Proprietor;
I opposite the C. A M. L. 8. R. R. Depot; good
accommodation; building and furniture new.
Livery and Sale Stabler
I) GONE A ALBERTI. Livery and Sale Stable.
» » Office and barn on Market street. Everything
first-class.
VIBBELINK, J. H., Liverv and Sale Stable:
151 office of Daily Stage Line to Sangatuck, 9th
street, near Market.
Wagouaakei and Blaekioithi.
lyjKEMA A BRO., Wagon and Blacksmith
Shop. Horse-shoeing and all kinds of repair-
ing done. River Street.
LUIEMAN, J . _ _ ______________ ______ ____
I Horse Shftolng and all kinds of repairing
Wagon and Blacksmith Shop;
_ Ing  ......
pon«» Cash paid for Furs.
Merchant Tailorr
J^OSMAN^ J. W.. Merchant Tailor, and_ Dealer
in ready made clothing and Gents' Furnish-
ing Goods.
Attoneyi.
TTOWARD, M. D., Claim Agent. Attornev and
AA Notary Public; Hi verstr<vt
yOHST, W., Merchant Tailor. Cloth purchas-V cd eh 1 "•* • -Kcd elsewhere, will be cut to order. Repairing
promptly attended to. River street.
Meat Market!.
McBRIDK,r«. W., Attoniey at luivr •tudSoMci-
IJUFKAIT W., New' Meat Market, near corner
1 > Eivhth and Fish Street A!! kinds of sau-
--- ... Chancery; office with M. D. How-
abd, cor. Eighth and River streets. ,
/ \BT, F. J. Counselsor at Law and Solicitor atChan • '. hancery. OUce. in Dr. Powers bull. ling.
West of River Street.
fpEN EYCK, J., Attorney at Law and Collecting
A Agent. Office in Kenyon’s block, 2nd floor,
River street.
yiflSCHER A., Attorney at Law. Notary Pub-
v He and Oonveyabcer. Kenyon’s building.
Comer of Eighth and River street.
Bakeries.
jyNNEKANT. J., Proprietor of the Pioneer
Bakery; baking done to order; 8th street.
13E88INK.Q. J. A Proprietror of City liakurv;1 Confectionary and cigars; Refreshments In
this line served on c dl; Eighth street.
Baaki:? i:l 2i:aaa^e.
T7' ENYON, NATHAN, Hanking and Collecting,
IV DrafiS houglit and sold; cor. Kightn and
River streets.
sages constantly on baud.
I/- LEYS, P., First Ward Meat Market; best of
I\ Meats always on hand. Eighth street.
rrUITE. J
l\ vegetRl
------- Dealer in nil kinds of meats and
getables; Meat Market on 8th street.
F. it A. X.
A Rioular Corarauntcation of Unity Lonor
g”; '»'• *' * A- « . -IH b. belrt .t ZJnlclZ:
J. O. Dokhiuru, Stc’v. »
HARD-TIMES.
On acqpunt of the heavy taxes this year
and in order to lighten the burdens of the
public, I have resolved to reduce my
prices ami hereufler will sell at the follow-
ing prices;
Bread, 8 cents or 8 for 20 cents.
Biscuits, 10 cents a dozen.
I keep the largest assortment of candy
and confectionery in ’he city, ami sell this
aho at reduced prices. Best Cheese.
Oranges and Lemons, Dates, Figs ami
Ituisins, the very best... „ G- J- A. Pkrsink.
Holland, March 16, 1876.
Centennial.
American Historical Events. ’
April 29, 1758, James Monroe born.
“ 30, 1789, George Washington inau-
gurated.
May 1, 1774, Boston besieged by Amer-
ican army.
2, 1863, Jhttle aiChancellorsville,
" 3, 1861, Gen. Butler sent to Balti-
more.
44 4, 1863, Japan paid $400,000 in-
demnity.
5, 1864, Bui ler defeated at Burmo-
da Hund.
A. T, Btmrt A Co.
for the Holland City Newt:
YE MOUftNFDL BALLAD OF YE UN-
SUOOESSm BLASTERS
$ait tioad*.
Chicago A Michigan Lake Shore R. B.
Taken Effect, Sunday, Nod. 21,11875.
yANDERHAAR, U., Denier in Fresh, Salt,
v and Smoked Meats and VegetablcB; paper
and twine; 8th street.
Manufictoriei, Milli, Shopi, Ite.
1 1 BALD, R. K., Manufacturer of and Dealer in
I I Agricultural rmplementaicommiaalon agent
for Mowing Machines ; cor. lOthdfc River etreet.
I3AUBL8, VAN PUTTEN & CO., Proprietor*
Mugger Millt; (Steam Saw and Flour
Milla.) near foot of 8th street.
yERREEK, H. W..& CO.
V Phoenix Pinning Mill. Proprietors of thell'’’ AH ?ind» of build-




Grand Rapids. 5 35 a. m.
1 10.25 «. m.<C (« 10.15“ “ 12 15 p. ml( It
8.10 p. m. 7 25 " -If II | 5.20 “ “ J 9.23 p. m.
Muskegon, Pentwater
& Big Rapids. 5.40 a. m. 10.85 a. m.<1 it
\ i"
| 10.30 “ “ I 2.50 p.m.
3.25 p. m. f 9.35 “ “li II
7.35 “ “ 1.11.00 “ “
New Buflalo &
Chicago. 1 10.45 a. m. 5.80 a. m.it ii
12.35 p. m. 3.10 p. in.ii ii
9.35 “ “ | 4.55 “ “
t Daily except Saturda
{ Mixed trains.
All other triins daily except Sundays.
All trains on this road, will he run by Chicago






niNNKKANT, Mhs V. M . Dealer in Hooks .t
13 Stationary; Coufectioiiury.
J^ANTERS, L. T. Dealer in Books, Stntiou-
— - Cigirs, Notions and Toys, opposite
City Drug Store, Eighth street.
oflotr iad 3ajes.
TT'LFERDINK W. il. General dealers
JTj In Boo. s and Shoes; repairing neatly done;
River street
J-JEROLD, K-j Manufacturer of and dealer in
Boots and Shoos. Leather. Findings, etc.;
Eighth street.
WILMS P. H.. Manufacturer of Farm Pumps
All kinds of wood turning and sawing on
hand and done to order. River street.
Fotarv Publici
|)OST, HENRY U..
1 Aifent, .... u , Real Estate and Insurance- ...... N’ota-y t’nhllc and Conveyancer; Got-
lections made In Holland and vicinity.
y.W HCHKLVKN, G„ Notary Public. Justice
v of the Peace and Conveyancer. Office Hol-
land (My New*, 8th street,
WALSH. II.. Notary Public, Conveyancer,” and Insuran t! Agent. Office, CVy
Store, 8th street.
Phyilclut.
A ’I’- I’hvslcian; residence, opposite
. \ S. W. cor. Public Square.
Draji ind ksdicioe}.
1 '\OE8BUKG. J. O., Dealer in Drugs and Medi-
1 * clues, Paints and Oils, Brushes, .tc. i'by-
siclan’s prescriptions earelully put up; Eighth st.
yAN PUTTEN, Wh., Dealer in Drugs, Mcdi-
v cinos. Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Okn Bitiw's Family Medicines; River St.
YV A,'sn lIKUK|L Oruggist & Pharmacist; a full
v T -lock of goodsappcrlaiiiing to the business
Bee advertisement.
Dry flood}
J^ERrSOH,^ 1) General dealer In Dry
Goods, Yankee N itlons, II its, Caps, etc.;
Cor. Eighth and River streets.
Drojiaik.a;.
r AUDKR Misses., Fa-bio uiDle Dressntak
Ij Rooms opposite the Post Office. Elghfh str
?araiture.
in nil kinds of Fur-
nitnre. Curtains Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,"
Picture Frames, etc.; River street.
J^EipSEMA J. M.,^t SON, General Dealers in
Furniture & Coffins; Eighth street. See ad-
vertisement.
Oro:erlts.
f >R(tEK A.. Snrgcon and Physician. Office over
1 » the Store of O. Van Patten & Co., where he
can be found during the day and nlcht.
f ED E ROE R. B. Physician and Surgeon: Office
1 { comer Eleventh and River street opposite
public siinire.
YfORR'S, S. L., Physician and Surgeon. Office,
41 over E. Ubrold’s Boot and Shoe Store,
Eighth sire t.
OCIIOUTEN.K A., Surgeon, Physician Obstelri-
y clan Regular graduated and Licensed. Of-
llce at residence, comer 9th and Fish street.
Saddlers.
yAl PELL. H.. Mnnnfactnrer of und dealer ‘n




1/ ANTERS, A. M. Agent for Ottawa and Alle-
. . ?.anTpon",,eB' for th« ‘’Howe Sewing Ma-
chine. Dealers in needles and atLichmems
Lake Shore and Michigan Southern B. B.
Taken Effect, Sunday, Nov. 21, 1875.
ipplpfsi
u iau ,n. I he* are not to be understood, however,
as referring to the present biast-fUrnsce project;
which presents It-elf In an eutlicly dillereut light.
’1’wns years ago. Somebody found
A piece of iron ore.
Forthwith he searched along the ground
And *>011 discovered tutfa.
Ami then the joyful news was spread
The streets all up and down;
And evn.y -‘wise man” scrs-ched his head,
And said, “'Twld save the town.’’
Soon all the comers of tne street •
Were thronged with talkli g men.
Sunshine or rain, these men did meet
To "talk it o’er again."
And so for two long years they did;—
And many strangers came
To see whai treasurer, ihero, was hid,—
But wuliing for the flame.
Twhs money, that would be the match
To make this furnace Max .
So ev’ry one resolved to •‘scratch,"
And see what he could "raise,"
And so they talked, and scratched, and met,
And still this talking lasted;
Until *0 tired some did g*-t,
They almo-t wished them “bla-ted."
Ab, ending sad I They scratched In rain ;
And in the hole they mode,
At ast. with many sighs 01 pain.
Their -blasted hopes" they laid.
Theology and Science.
ROM GR’ND RAPIDS TO GR’ND RAPIDS.





















































































Mich. Lake Shore Bail Bead.





p. ra. p. m.
8 35 12 15
STATIONS.
(Joint
7 Aft 11 45
7 10 11 40
ft 25 11 11
ft 20 10 85
4 52 10 15









No. 8 No. I
p. m. a. m.
1 55 7 80
2 80 8 20
2 15 8 35
3 08 9 30
3 3ft II 00
3 58 11 30
4 45 11 05
Stavei, Wcod.Bark, Stc
J- ANTERS. U., Dealer in Staves, Wood and
l\ Bark; office at his residence, Eighth street.
Tohacoo and Cijars.
TK^0r'L®R« J.. General dealer In Tobacco,
l Cigars. Snufl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
Tj^LIETSTRA, A., Groceries. and Supplies; a
1 ready market for country produce; a choice
oitck always on hand; cor. Eighth and Market st
Ef' . VAARWERK. G. J., Family Supply Store;
X ft choice stock uf groceriea always on hand!
Diicksmith shop in rearof St .re; Eighth street.
Qennral Dtalnn.
TAbURSEMA J. <fc CO., Dealers in Drv Goods,
cV,htt F«cdTwv'I; Sr«Mrc' “’l'' c“p“'
Cigars at Wholesale and Retail.- Eighth street,
TKG?StcDv
aucor; office and store, cor. 9th and Market stre/t.
Wntshni and Jewilry.
4 LBERS A WYNNE, Jewelers and Watchma-
Elghtht* ostabilahment in the city;
TOSLIN A BREYMAN. Watchmakers, Jewelers,
River Street* er* ln FanCy Go<K,8; Block
^pecint ilotlcc5.
VADrr,{J»TiSS S°" 0eneT»l Dealers, in
O.P., FlCAifeSS; CR7™kr”rIiH‘" *n,i
Brain, Flour and Feed mads a speciality; filtet at!
Floar tsi find.
Vennema's Brick Bnllding.-^ce Advertl’a^ont
Special Notice.
The City Drug Store will be kept
open on Sundays, until further notice is
given. .
Hkbkr Walsh,
Holland, Sept. 1B74. P^opf,eto^•
Produce, Etc.
Bolter. V 1b ................... S
Clover seed, bushel ......... .. a
Eggs. V dozen .......... @
HonojL f lb ...................... 18 ̂
Onions. hnshcl ..... .......... a
Potatoes. ̂  bushel ............... Oh
Timothy Seed, V bushel ........... ©












Cord wood . maple, dry ............ * ........ « 3 m“ “ green ...................
;; beach, dry ................... 2 no
** green ..................
Hemlock Bark.. .... ............ .. 4 00® 450
Stave*, pork, white oak ............... ®10 00
Stave*. Tierce. “ ...... ...... •1200
Heading bolts, soft wood ...... . i... 8 00® 3 50
Heading bolts hardwood ...... .. ........... 4 50
Stave bolls, softwood .................. ... . - bq
Stave bolts, hard vood ......... 4 no
Railroad ties .................. ........ V/.; ̂
Srain, Feed, Etc.
[Corrected by the “Hugger Millt.)
Wheat, white f bnshel ........... ®$1$0
Furniture!
• We are constantly increaflfag our stock
ol fine Furniture. The finest Bureaus
Toilet and Bedroom Suits, Sofa Chairs'
Sofas, and a fine assortment of Carpets all
just received and sold at bottom figures for
Cash.
Come and give ns a call.
il Meyer & Co.
Holland, Jan, 13, 1875. 48-1
1p*sasa3== -• i
Bran, • ton..... .............. ® 16 00
Pm IKSi.**'***" ............ *0°** W 100 ft .......... -140
?S
Flour, * 100 U. ........ ; ........ . . v | 33
Pear] Bsrlsy, V 100 ft .......... .... 6 00 0 7 00
Hkwss bound to be accurate, and lie
described the woman’s costume thus: “She
wore an elegant suit of something or other
cut biaa, and trimmed endwise.”
Furth«Tin»re, Cliristnmlty has not only
bmi falsely inter preled but it Iras been
und siill is narrowly interpreted. It is now
irenerully applied |»y the church, which
elninis to express it, to a certain nmi narrow
runge of human wants and aspirations. It
deals with ihe mind chiefly, and with that
too, ia iis iheologieid relations only. Park
it tolerates, bm Emerson it rejenls; and
yet il would be hard 10 persuade a candid
jury Hint the one Inis not been as needed
und healthful a force in the IntellcclUrtl de-
velopment of Ameiicaas the ttlher. Me
Cosh is admired and Irusled, hut Darwin
is anal hemal ized; and yet, looked at in a
large way, you can easily conceive that
the one shall hold ns hi-h a place in the
fiilurc progress t»f the world as the other.
Christianity, my people, is so large and
inclusive in its relations that its growth
nnd development cannot be represented by
any one class ot causes. The forces that
il calls into play are both local and gener-
al ; and some of (hem complete their oper-
ation in a day ami others work up to their
grand culmination only through the se-
quence of centuries. It is not well for the
Imnd to say to the foul, I have no need of
thee Ii is not well for the church, from
an excessive timidity born of narrow think
ing and lack of faith in the everlastimr-
ness ol iruili, lo narrow the range of hu-
man thought, or to fetter the march of hu-
man discovery. Theology is no more
Chrhlian 1 hao geology; and no more sub-
lime in Us suggestions to the mind than
biology. Man is as worthy a subject ofstudy
ns God; for the one embraces the oilier,
and the supposed quality is found to ter-
minate in unity. This bonk which I hold’
in my hand, and which we call the Bihle!
is n great book, lor which I utn truly .grate
ful; but there is another lunik of God be-
nenih my feet,— the great round earth,
whose revelation of my Heavenly Father
is equally sublime, albeit written iu oilier
and less legible characters. The firma-
ment too, presents another Bible to my
eyes; a Bible of visible poetry, glOHbtisly
embossed, and whose psalms are writ in
the rythm of motion. Here, also; within
my frame, as typical of human nature, ia
still another Bible; a Scripture written ip
the constitution of man, in the excellency
of whose strqcture, in the glory of whose
powered in the eternity of whose ener
giet I behold the benevotoce, the wisdom
and the grace of my Makerand my God.—
Ret. W. n B. Murray,
The following is the text of articles of
co partnership filled in the county clerk’s
office yesterday with regard to the firm of
A. T. Stewart A Co., showing the intention
of Mrs. Stewsrt and Mr. Hilton to continue
the affairs of the old firm : '
This is to certify, 1. That we, Henry
Hilton and William Libbey, both of the
city and State of New York, have this day
formed a copartnership for the purpose of
conducting a general mercantile business
in the city of Now York, and the cities of
Boston, Philadelphia, Paris, Lyons, Man-
chester, Bradford, Nottingham, Belfast,
Glasgow, Berlin, Chemnitz, and elsewhere
-in the United States and in the King-
dora of Great Britain nnd Ireland, and on
the Continent of Europe and in other for-
eign countries. 2. That the principal
place of suld copartnership will be in the
the city of New York. 8. That said busi-
ness will lie conducted under the firm name
of A. T. Stewart & Co., which firm name,
it is hereby certified, will bo continued in
use by Henry Hilton and William Libby,
of the city and state of Nptf York afore-
said; the said Henry Hilton being the as-
signee and grantee of Cornelia M. Stewart
devisee and legatee under the lust will and
testament of Alexander T. Stewart, late of
the city of New York, now deceased, as to
all interests of Alexander T. Stewart in
the late firm of A. T. Stewart & Coi, and
the said William Libbey being the only
surviving partner of the said late firm of
A. T. Stewart & Co., which firm hud busi-
ness relations with foreigb countries.
Witness our hands nnd seals this 14th
day of April, A. D. 1876.
HENHY HILTON.
WILLIAM LIBBEY.
In presence of Henry E. Davis and J.
tfenry Work.
Business was resumed in thestoreaof A.
T. Stewart yesterday, and the retail store
was crowded all day with lady purchaser*
and curioalty seekers, ankious to find out
if any change would be made in the ar-
rangements of the store. An unusual
crowd, even for J“Slewart’a,’’ was the re-
sult, and the business of the day must have
been very large.
_L ft*
Wsep not for too*, who, altar ton, Andre*.
ThoGod who called them, know*!, what Is best
Weep for the lives, clouded sin and woe;
And teach the etiifiog feet the way to go. *•
Death's Prims Minister.
Death, the King of Terrora, was deter-
mined to choose a prime minister, and his
pale courtiers, the glutaily train of disea-
sea, were all summoned to attend, when
each preferred his claim to the honor of
this illustrious office.
Fever urging the numbera he hud de-
strojed. Cold palsy set forth his preten-
tions by shaking all his limbs. Gout hob-
bled up, and alleged Ida great power in
racking every joint. Asthma’s inability
lo speak was a strong though silent argu-
ment in favor of his claim. Stone and
colic pleaded their violence, plague his
rapid progrewi in destruction, and con-
sumption, though slow, insisted that he
wns sure.
In the midst of this contention the court
was disturbed with the noise of music,
dancing, feasting and revelry, when im-
mediately entered a lady with a bold, las-
civious air, and flushed, Jovial counte
nance. She was attended on (lie one hand
by a troop of bacchanals, and on the other
by a train of wanton youths and damsels,
who danced half naked to the softest mu-
sleal Instruments. Her name was Intem-
perance. She waved her hand, and thus
addressed the crowd of diseases:
“Give way, ye sickly band of preten-
ders. n.w dare to vie with inv sup. rior
merits in the service of this monarch ( Am •
I not your Queen? Do you not receive
your power of shortening human life al-
most wholly from me? Who, then, so fit as
myself for thia important office!”
The grizzly monarch grinned a smile of
approbation, placed her on Ids right hand,
nnd she immediately became Ids principal
favorite and Prime Minister.—
The room became so crowded that they
had to procure more seats. There were
chairs stowed away in the attic; oae of the
members went up to hand them down:
the leader gave out the bymh, “Hold the
Fort.” The attic floor consisted of the
plastering, which constituted the celling of
the room below, and just as the choir cbm-
menced the first stanza, down came one
leg of the unfortunate chair hunter. The
choir, however, did not notice the circum-
stance, and went on ringing, “Ho! my
comrades, see the signal waving in the
air.”
-c
A fhysictaiv boasted at dinner that he
cured his own hams, when one of hie guests
remarked: “Doctor, I*d sooner be your
ham than yout patient.”
.v. _ _______ _ _ _ .
HOLLAND Cixy; MIOHIO jy.
THE NEWS CONDENSED.
TSOI BAST.
Alt offer hu been made by G&rrey, the plae>
terer, >nd Keyeer, the plumber of the Tweed
ring, to restore to the city of New York their
reepective shares of the stealing in which they
were instrumental mooob as the amounts can
be ascertained. They wish to be let out of the
dril suits for reooYeiy of the plunder on the
eras.
Dolut, the murderer of 'Hr. James H. Noe,
a New York merchant, Was banged in that city
last week . , . .Thomas W. Piper, under sentence
of death in Boston for the murder of the little
girl Mabel Young, in the belfry of a church,
has made a statement to the effect that the girl
< was killed by a trap-door falling upon her. and
that he professed ignorance of the tragedy on
account of a fear that ho would be charged with
murdering her. His story is not credited.
President Grant visited Philadelphia last
week for the purpose df seeing the present
condition of the Centennial grounds.
Plymouth Church has decided to have the
Beecher scandal ggaln investigated.
THU WEST.
The municipal election in Chicago, last week,
resulted in the choice of the entire Republican
ticket, with the exception of City Treasurer,
by about 6,000 majority. Clinton Briggs, the
Democratic nominee, was elected Treasurer bv
6,268 majority. The City Council is largely
Republican and anti-Colvin. Thomas Hoyne
was united upon by all parties for Mayor, and
was elected without opposition. But as no
election for Mayor had been legally authorized,
and the present incumbent, Colvin, has ex-
pressed his determination not to yield up the
office, it is not likely that Mr. Hoyne will be
inducted into the office. Over 50,000 votes
were polled, an unusually large num-
ber for a local contest.... Chicago
elevators, as per official figures, con-
tain 2,892,390 bushels of wheat, 1,688,876 bush-
els of corn, 863,977 bushels of oats, 104,639
bushels of rye, and 223,496 bushels of barley,
making a grand total of 6,672,878 bushels,
against 6,055,733 bushels at this period last
year — The Toledo Blade publishes compre-
hensive cra> reports from over two hundred
points in Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, and Illinois,
which indicate that the prospects of wheat in
the principal wheat-produdng regions in these
States are unusually good. Fruit everywhere is
reported as looking unusually well
Dom Pedro paid a flying visit to Chicago the
other day, merely peering through the city en
his way to San Francisco, '
A man named Milligan, who arrived at Fort
Ihramie from the Black Hills last week, re-
ports that his party was attacked by Indians in
Red Canon, near Cheyenne river ranche, about
fifty milee from Custer. A few of the party
escaped to the ranche. Mr. and Mrs. Mete, of
Laramie City, were killed. A colored woman
wbs taken prisoner. A man named Simpson
wss also killed. Three men were wounded,
it is thought mortally.
A man, his wife and three children were re-
cently murdered by Indiana at a place 100 miles
from Custer City. Great trouble from the
Indians is apprehended in the Black Hills
country. The Cheyennes have broken up into
small bands for marauding purposes. A party
of miners had a fight with one of these roving
bands recentlv, in which one Indian was killed
and two miners wounded. The miners hold
their ground and drove the Indians off....
While rive persons wore descending a coal shaft
at Brown's Station on the Columbus branch of
the St. Louis, Kansas City and Northern rail-
road one day last week, the rope broke, and all
fell to the bottom, over 100 feet. Two men
and a boy were instantly killed, and the other
two fatally injured.
Tub City National Bank of Chicago has sus-
pended, and will go kno voluntary bankruptcy.
The assets more than cover the liabilities. . . .
Two railroad projects find adherents in North-
ern Wisconsin. TJie Wisconsin Midland road
is to run southwest, throngh Marquette, Por-
tage and Mineral Point to Dubuque ; the Wis-
consin and Lake Superior, from Oshkosh north-
ward to the shores of Lake Superior. Aid in
both cade1113 ̂  a^r04^ pledged to
SOUTH.
The annual flood in the Mississippi river is
unusually disastrous this season. Many
breaks have occurred in the levees, and much
valuable country inundated by the escaping
waters. The damage, it is estimated, will
each several millions of dollars.
Five murderers— throe Indians, a white man,
and a negro— were executed at Fort Smith,
Ark., on the 21st of April. . . .At St Louis, last
week, William Cooper, a Jilted lover, went to
the house where his flame, Mollie Dean, was
working as a servant and shot her through the
head, from the effect of which she died shortly
after. Cooper then put a ball into his
brain, inflicting a mortal wound.
WASHINGTON.
It is eaid ex-Secretary Belknap and hifi
friends are collecting material to make out a
case against Gen. Custer with a view to having
him tried by court-martial before Gen. Terry at
8t- • • • Washington dispatches say there is
no truth m the report that Gen. Schenck will
return to London as our Minister, It is also
stated that the committee investigating the
Emma mine business will absolve him from any
raudulent intention in the transaction.
The President has appointed Michael Schaef-
fer, of Illinois, Chief-justice of Utah ; Elisha
P. Ferry, Governor of Washington Territory ;
and Joseph C. Wilson, Collector of Internal
Revenue for Colorado. .. .It seems that Tom
Scott has encountered some formidable rivals
before the Congressional committee. It ia
stated that responsible parties have made a
proposition to the oommittee to complete the
Southern Pacific rood for the amount of the
land grant, to commence without delay, and
continue operations until it isjnished, and to
make a deposit of #8,000,000 as a pledge to the
Government of the good faith of the proposition.
... .The Secretary of War has directed the mili-
tary commanders along the Bio Grande to grant
protection to American citizens against the
‘"less outrages of the Mexican greasers, and
to enforce this order-if it is neoaasary-to
cross the river and protect them by force....
A Washington dispatch aaya: “The Commit-
tee on Expenditures in the Treasury depart-
ment. in examining the aoouonts of the bureau
of captured and abandoned property, has dis-




Ofaccounted for. __ __
A valuable horse and buggy was stolen
from President Grant Mew nights ago.,..
The appropriations for the postal service for
There is serious danger of a dead-lock be-
twesyrtie IJJMt r uses of Congress on the ap-
propriation> bill.... The Joint Congressional
Conimittee on the Library has decided to rec-
ommend the immediate beginning of a new
building for the Library or Congress. The
guestiqp of location which has d«ayed action
from year to year, was compromised, and the
rite pf the botanical garden, just at the fobt
of Pennsylvania avenue, was chosen.... The
House Oommittee on the Freedman's Savings
bank has succeeded in finding evidence to sus-
tain criminal chargee against several officers
of the bank.
Gen. Belknap has written a letter to a friend,
denying in positive terms that he has made any
confession whatever concerning the chargee
against him relative to the Fort Sill post-trader-
ship. ... A final decision of the Supreme court
of the United States, rendered a few days ago,
declares all individual claims to the Arkansas
Hot Springe untenable, and fixes the title in
the United States.. . .Bids were opened at the
treasury last week for the sale of five per cent
coupon or registered bonds of the loan of 1881,
authorized by the acta of July 14, 1870, and
Jan. 20, 1871, bearing inteteet payable quar-
terly from May 1, 1876, in lots of not less than
$500,000, to a total amount of $5,883,000. The
total bids aggregated $62,447,000, at prices
ranging between $102.25 and $108.78 inclusive.
GENERAL.
The ship Victory, from Shields, England, for
San Francisco, was recently lost at sea. Ail
the people on board, twenty-six in number,
perished.... The Irish rifle team will sail for
this country in August
Great distress prevails among the people of
that remote and in the winter inaccessible cor-
ner of the Dominion, the Gaspe district, at the
mouth of the nver St Lawrence. Feed for
animals and food for men are about exhusted,
and the horrors of actual starvation can only
be averted by a speedy opening of navigation.
All the available naval force now at Hamp-
ton Roads has been ordered to rendezvous at
Tampico, for the purpose of watching the Rio
Grande, and protecting American residents in
the border towns..
The reply of Belknap's lawyers to the plead-
ings of the impeachment managers sets up,
after the customary general denials, that
Clymer’s committee had no authority from the
House to investigate the matters on wliich the
impeachment has been based ; and relates how
Belknap proposed to admit the receipt of all
the sums mentioned by Marsh, on condition
that Clymer would suppress Mrs. Belknap’s con-
nection with the case; how Clymer rejected this
proposition, and notified the Secretary that im-
peachmeat would bd moved, unless he resigned
before noon of the 2d of March, and how Bel-
knap, to avoid the scandal of such a trial, and
to protect his wife, acted upon Clymer’s de-
mand and did resign before noon of that day.
Upon this carious statement the ei -Secretary
claims that the subsequent proceedings were a
breach of faith on Clymer’s part, and that,
therefore, Belknap shoold be acquitted, or
jurisdiction of the case be declined by the
POLITICAL.
The Illinois Democratic Convention will con-
vene at Springfield on the 22d of June....
Nebraska sends an uninstructed delegation to
The Indiana Democratic State Convention,
which met at Indianapolis on the 19th of
April, placed in nomination the following
ticket: Governor, James D. Williams; Lieu-
tenant-governor, Isaac P. Gray ; Judges of the
Supreme court, First district, 8. H. Eusklrk ;
Second district, A. G. Downev; Third district,
John Pettit ; Fourth district, James L. Worden;
Secretary of State, John Neff ; Auditor of State,
E. Henderson ; Treasurer, Benjamin C. Shaw ;
Attorney-general, C. A. Buskirk ; Superintend-
ent of Public Instruction. J. H. Smart ; Clerk
of the Supreme court, Gabriel Schmick ; Re-
porter of the Supreme court, Augustus N. Mar-
tin. A platform was adopted commending the
National House of Representatives for its
measures of retrenchment; calb'ng for the
withdrawal of the National bank notes, and the
substitution of notes issued by the Govern-
ment; declaring that the legal-tender notes
constitute a safe currency, and demanding the
immediate repeal or the Resumption act of
1879 ; declaring pride in and an intention to
stand by the common-school system, and pre-
serve it from sectarianism ; favoring the ad-
ditional pensioning of the widows and children
of Federal soldiers ; pledging the delegates to
8t. Louis to vote as a unit; opposing the payment
of the rebel debt ; and closing with a tribute to
Gov. Hendricks as a suitable Presidential candi-
date.
The Connecticut delegation to the National
Republican convention favor the nomination
of Postmaster General Jewell, and will present
bis name to the convention.
The Democrats of the Third Indiana district
have been notified by letter from Speaker Kerr
that the condition of bis health renders it im-
possible for him to accept a renomination to
Congress.... The chief question which will
govern the nominating convention of the two
political parties in the coming Presidential
campaign, the New York World says, is the
availability of the candidates. This, it claims
“gives Tilden an advantage, as the State of
New York ia looked upon as the fighting ground
of the next election — both parties supposing
that it may turn the election to one or the
other of the candidates, and the most available
man for New York will be the most available
man for the Democratic convention.’
FOREIGN.
Cable dispatches report the severe defeat of
a large Turkish force by insurgent Christians.
It is also reported that Count Andrassy will ad-
dress a fresh note to the Porte, advocating the
claims of the insurgenta, and the Russian and
German Ambassadors at Constantinople will be
instructed to support it. . . . Hungarian journals
assert that the Servian army, headed by the
Belgrade brigade, is on its way to the frontier
and will rendezvous at Poupriga....It is re-
ported that the Egyptian army is surrounded
in Abyssinia, and in great peril.
A cable dispatch says the three Northern
European powers have intimated to the Porte
that if a massacre should follow the arming of
the Mohammedan population a military expe-
dition composed of Austrian and Russian
troops into Turkish territory will certainly be
undertaken.
A Berlin dispatch says : “The maintenance
of a complete agreement between the three
Northern powers is affirmed. It haa been de-
cided not to take any further steps in the East-
om question without a previous understanding
among themselves and with the other guaran-
toetiig parties.’'.... Montenegro has formally
declared wu against Turkey.
It is stated that the Spanish Government
war estimates amount to 570,000,000 reals, of
which 48, 000, 000 are for extraordinary expenses.
. . . .The American hone Preekness, sent over
to England to show hie heels to the native fly-
^^£&0,g*“ni!‘n,onrthonU“
A Calcutta dispatch says : “ Seventeen of
the persons implicated in the murder of Mr.
Maigary, of the English expedition, are to be
tinoplesaye: “ The English and Buseian Am-
basaadore bad an interview with the Grand Vzi-
ler. The conferences resulted in an an-
nouncement that the Porto had no Intention of
declaring war against Montenegro.”
Dispatches from Matamoras report that the
forces of Diaz have been badly defeated near
Monterey — Instruqfcions have been sent to
the Austrian ambassador at Constantinople to
mediation for an early termination of the insur-
rection and a peaceful settlement of all pend-
ing difficulties.
FOBTY.FOCBTH CONGRESS.
Tuesday, April 18.-ftnafe.-A biU was
pawed authorising the Congreadonal printer to
furnish copies of the Record, and extracts there.
from, to the members of Congress at cost, and other
public documents, etc., with ten per oent additional
thereon, and to collect the money after delivery,...
A bill was also passed authorising the repavemeut of
Pennsylvania avenue.... The House Deficiency bill
wss called up, amended, and finally passed.... A
message was received from President Grant vetoing
the bill reducing the salary of the President of the
United States -from 160,000 to $25,000. He takes
the ground that the salary of $25,000, fixed when
the population of the United States was but
8,000,000, is Insufficient now that the population
Is 40,000,000. When the President’s salary was
$25,000 per annum the salary of members of Con-
gress was fixed at $0 per day, averaging about $750
per annum. Congress has increased It from time
to time, and now It Is $5,000 per annum. The
President says that no one who has lived in Wash-
ington can regard $25,000 as a sufficient salary for
the Chief Magistrate, and, while it will make but
little difference to him. Justice toward his successor
demands that he should veto the bill.
House.— In the House to-dsy the formal argu-
ment in the long list of contested election cases
was begun. The first reach? d was that of Brom-
berg (white Democrat) vs. Haralson (colored Re-
publican). It was decided in favor of the latter,
the committee having unanimously reported that
he was entitled to the seat. The case of Finlay
vs. Walls (colored) was begun next, but not con-
cluded.
Wednesday, A^ril 19.— .Senate.— There was a
large and brilliant audience present to witness the
second day's proceedings of the impeachment trial.
Belknap, accompanied by his cornual, appeared at
half-past 12 o’clock, and took their seats. Five
minutes before 1 o’closk, the House managers came
in, and the prodeedlngs were at once begun. Af-
ter reading the minutes, the replication of
the House was presented by Manager Lord
and read by the Secretary. Aftei1 the read-
ing was concluded, Carpenter said that Belknap
desired a copy of the replication, and time
until Monday, the 24th, to consider the same.
Manager Lord said that the House managers
flesired to havj the trial hastened as much as pos-
sible, for reasons not necessary to be stated,
and therefore he asked tfiat time be given un-
til Friday, the 21st. Edmunds submitted an
order giving the defense until next Mon-
day, and that the House Nanagers file their
answer thereto by Tueeday, the 25th, and that the
trial proceed on Thursday, the 27th. This was
agreed to, and the court then adjourned until the
27th — After the impeachment proceedings, the
House bill to define the tax on fermented and malt
liquors was passed. ... On motion of Thurman, the
vote by which the bill in regard to the counting of
the votes for President and Vice-President was
passed was reconsidered, and the bill placed on the
calendar.
House.— The Sergeant-at-arms reported that he
had obeyed the writ of habeas corpus in the Hallett
Kilbourn case, and that Kil bourn was ordered by the
Judge into the custody of the Marshal.... Baker, of
Indiana, offered a resolution instructing the select
committee on the real estate pool to investigati wheth-
er any members of the former Congress were con-
nected with that pool while such members. Adopted.
.... Whitthome introduced a bill for refunding the
interest- bearing debt of the United States in United
States consols bearing four per cent, gold interest,
and having forty years to run.... O’Brien intro-
duced a bill to provide for the coinage of Centen-
nial coins. It provides for silver dollars and half-
dollars, one side of the coins to give a correspond-
ing value in coins of other principal commercial
nations ..... The contested election case from
Florida, Walls vs. Finlay, was decided in favor of
the latter.... The Speaker laid before the House
various executive documents, including an im-
mense mass of paper done np in half a dozen huge
packages, containing responses to calls for informa-
tion as to shareholders in National banks ____ The
executive session was devoted to the discussieu of
the bill to transfer the Indian bureau to the War
department.
Thursday, April 20.— Senate.— A bill waa
passed to admit the Egyptian wedding present of
diamonds to Mrs. Sherman-Fitch free of duty ____
Sargent submitted the following resolution : “ That
the Senate recommend to the President that he
cause negotiations to bo entered upon with the
Chinese Government to effect such changq in the
existing treaty between tho United States and
China as will lawfully permit the application of
restrictions upon tho great influx of Chinese sub-
jects to this country.” Ordered printed and to lie
on the tabic — The bill to amend tho law relating
to the legal tender of silver coin was discussed
without action.
House.— The House indulged In another long de-
bate on the bill to transfer the Indian bureau to
tho War department. . . . Lawrence introduced a bill
to limit the power of courts to punish tor contempt,
also to enlarge the privileges of the writ of habeas
corpus.... Singleton, from the Committee on Ap-
propriations. reported back the Senate amendments
to tho Consular and Diplomatic Appropriation bill,
and moved that they be non-concurred in. Agreed
to.... Young offered a resolution requesting the
President to order a military force loathe Rio
Grande for the protection of the frontier, and
also requesting that ho direct the General
of tho army to proceed in person to the scene of the
threatened outbreak ...Cox. from the Committee
on Rules, made a report on the case of Charles H.
Smith, the journal clerk who issued a circular seek-
ing business in the collection of additional bounty
claims. The report reprehends severely the action
of Smith, but, as ho had resigned, no action was
recommended.... Cate offered a resolution direct-
ing an investigation into the charges affecting the
official conduct of Secretary Bristow, in regard to
the remission of a forfeiture in the case of the bark
Mary Merritt, which was seized in Milwaukee. Wis.,
in Juno, 1869, for a violation of tho customs laws.
Adopted.
Friday, April 21.— ftnofe, — Not io Hession.
House.— Knott introduced a bill to regulate the
privilege of a writ of habeas corpus in certain
cases. Referred. It provides that the Supremo
court shall have the original and exclusive juris-
diction to issue a writ of habeas corpus in all
cases where the party shall be detained or re-
strained of his liberty by the authority or under the
orders of either house’of Congress.... The bill trans-
ferring the Indian burean from the Interior to the
War Department was passed by 139 yeas to 64 nays.
.... A motion was offered by Kasson that the inves-
tigation of the charges against Secretary Bristow,
called for by the resolution of Cate, bo conducted
openly. Adopted-170 to 38.
Saturday, April 22.— Senate.— Not in ses-
sion.
House.— No business was transacted In the
House, the day being devoted to tho discussion of
Faulkner’s bill to define the rights or American
citizens in foreign countries.
Monday, April 24.— Senate.— The bill to
abolish the office of Surervlsor of Internal Reve-
nue was disoussed until the expiration of tho morn-
ing hour, when consideration of the bill to amend
the laws relating to the legal tender of silver coin
was resumed, and Jones, of Nevada, made a very
long argument In favor of the double standard of
gold and alive r money. When about half through
hla speecu the Senate adjourned.
House.— Several bills were introduced, including
the following : By Campbell, to increaae the circu-
lation of National bonk notea ; to relievo the Na-
tional banka from the tax on their circulation ; to
liquidate the national debt, and to strengthen the
public credit; by O’Brien, to reorganise the navy ;
by Hayward, to permit national banks to issue cir-
culating notes equal in amount to 100 per cent, of the
current market value of the bonds deposited by them.
. . . .Faulkner, from the Committee on Foreign Af-
faire, reported a joint resolution, requesting the
Pre ament to take such steps as majr result in the
extradition.
An International Dispute la the Cnee of
Winslow the Forger — Great Britain
Abandons Her Treaty Obligations. L
The hurt interchange of dizpatclies
between the British Government and
the State department, says a Washing-
ton telegram, shows that extradition be-
tween the two conn tries is a dead-letter;
that Winslow and Gray and other Amer-
icans in England who are under arrest
there will be teleased, and that to all
intents and purposes the treaty of
1842 may be considered os abrogated.
Official information to that effect has
been communicated to the Senate Com-
mittee on Foreign Relations, that it may
take such steps as a co-ordinate branch
of the treaty-making power as it may
deem proper, either in the way of sug-
gesting to the President the terms of a
new or supplemental treaty or to provide
for snch legislation as will meet the ex-
traordinary demand of the British Gov-
erument. This demand is for an assur-
ance in the case of Winslow, the Boston
forger, from this Goverament, that he
shall not be tried for any crime other
than for wliich he was extradited. His
extradition is asked for on an indict-
ment for forgery. The English authori-
ties declare that they will surrender him
if the United States will agree not to try
him for any other offense. The Secre-
tary of State replies that the tenth article
of the Extradition treaty requires no
snch exaction and shows that both conn-
tries have tried persons for crimes for
which they were not extradited. To
this the other side make answer that an
act of Parliament of 1870 prohibits the
surrender of any criminal to a foreign
country until assurance is received, by
law or otherwise, that he shall not be put
on trial for any other crime than that for
which he is given up. This Govern-
ment, in its reply, stands on the treaty
of 1842, and protests that
it is no party to the act of
Parliament of 1870, though it insists
that the twenty-seventh section of that
act in effect sustains the extradition
clause of the treaty. Aside from all
these facts this Government in the Win-
slow case has no authority whatever to
pledge the conduct of criminal justice
in Massachusetts to Great Britain. Win-
slow is to be tried, if tried at all, in the
courts of that State, and notin the courts
of the United States. No Federal officer
can dictate to a district-attorney nor a
grand jury in Massachusetts the nature
of the crime for which Winslow shall be
tried. The position of the Secretary of
State is sustained by the leading men in
both parties at Washington who are ac-
quainted with the facts, while on the
other hand that of Great Britain is re-
garded as singular as it is untenable.
Fish Culture in the West«
Prof. Spencer F. Baird, Commissioner
of Fishories, has sent a communication
to Congress asking an appropriation of
817,500 for the purpose of continuing
the introduction and propagation of
useful food fishes into the United States
the coming season. Prof. Baird has a
table attached to his communication, in
which he shows the distribution of fish
by the commission in the different
States. The distribution of shad in the
Northwestern States for the last year was
as follows :
ILLINOIS.
So. of !lxh.\ Xo. of Ash.
Calumet river.... 70.(XM)|Uock river ........ 130,000
INDIANA.
White river ....... 480,000181. Joseph river... 80,000
Wabash river ...... 115,000|
IOWA.
Des Moines river ............................ 190,000
MICHIOAN.
Detroit river ...... 100,000 |Uraml river ....... 80,000
MINNESOTA.
Schiawasee river.. 80,000 1 Mississippi river. .126,000
WISCONSIN.
Fox river.. .............................. 70,000
The distribution of Penobscot salmon
transported to new waters in the North-
western States'waa as follows :
ILLINOIS.
So. of fish. \ So. of fish.
Calumet river..... 10, 000|nilnois river ...... 19,000
IOWA.
Dubuquo crock. . . . 3,000i Iowa river ........ 5,000
Cedar river ........ 29 000 Maquokcta river . . 4,000
Turkey river ...... 15, 000|Bear creek ........ 14,000
MICHIGAN.
Lord’s lake ........ • 500
Orchard lake ...... 500
Wall’s lake ........ 500
Whitmore’s lake.. 500
Gun lake ........ 600
Barrier lake, ...... 600
Diamond lake ..... 1,000
Barren lake ....... 600





Grand river ....... 600
Muskegon river. . . 1,500
Manistee river.... 1,600
An Sable river.... 17,000
Pine river ......... 40,000
Salmon creek ..... 40,000
Higgins’ lake ...... 32,000
river ............ 500 Do wagiac river ____ 5,000
North branch Bt.
Joe river ........ 2,060
MINNESOTA.
Unknown lakes and creeks ............... ... 18,600
WISCONSIN.
Menomonee river.. 7,000 Madison lake ...... 7,500
Oconomowoc lake. 1,000 Geneva lake ....... 7,600
Milwaukee river... 11,000
The transportation and distribution of
California salmon in new waters in the
Northwestern States were as follows :
ILLINOIS.
So.ofjuhA So. of fish.
Calumet river ..... 25,000|Bock river ........ 16,000
INDIANA.
White river.. ...... 15, 000|Tanner’s creek.... 15,000
IOWA.











early release of Edward O’M. from hlq
imprisonment in England. Passed.... Bay] er pre-
sented the petition of the tobaooo manufacturers
of Cincinnati, Ohio, and Covington, Ky., for a re-
daction of the tax on tobacco to aixteen cent* per
pound. Referred.... Gibeoa offered a resolution
for the sppointment of a select oommittee of nine
to mske examination into the management
of the New Orleans Custom-house and other Feder-
al offices in that city, with power to sit in New Or-
leans during the recess. Adopted.... Late in toe
afternoon Blaine obtained the floor and spoke at
some length in denial of the stories Concerning his
eileged with certain transsetions in
12,000
Sandstone creek . . 24,000
Crouchee creek. .. . 6,000
Iowa river ......
Bloody river ...... 25,




W a u p s i p i n ccon
river ............ STfl
MICHIGAN.
Gull lake .......... 3,000 Grand river
Kalamazoo river.. 25,u00
Butternut creek. .. 6,000
Sand creek ........ 9,000I  MINNESOTA.
St. Croix river.... lO.OOOIVarious small lakes
I and rivers. ...... 25,000
WISCONSIN.
Green Wu ........ 10,000|8mall lakes and_ I rivers ...... ..... $2,000
About Sleep.
Prof. Femer, of King's college,
London, who has made the phenomena
of sleep a special study, recently said in
a lecture thereon that anything which
has a tendency to abstract blood from
the brain favors sleep. Exercise does
this, because the moment the weary
muscles are at rest the blood rushes to
them to repair their loss, and is absorbed
by them. Digestion and hot drinks
produce the same result by drawing the
blood supply from the brain to the
stomach. Conversely, anything that
stimulates the brain, snch as sights,
sounds, thought or anxiety, will keep a *
If we, there!man awake. H refore, wish for
a refreshing dumber, we must begin by
aVoidinF oare and anxiety and take suf-
ficient bodily ^; exercisd to induce the
necessary muscular exhaustion. With
regard to the length of sleep, Dr. Fer-
rier holds that the heart is not in a state
of oonstant but of rhi
term of action
of rest, daring
intents and pnrposeq asleep. In fact, if
the pauses of the heart are all summed
np, it will be fonnd that it rests or sleeps
eight hours out of the twenty-fom, the
sleep being in the proportion of one-
third as compared with the boors of ac-
tion or work. Eight hours are conse-
quently suffioient for the adult.
Royal Visitors.
The visit to this country of the Em-
peror of Brazil recalls the visits of the
other royal personages to tho United
States. William, fourth son of George
III., came in 1782 as midshipman. An
attempt aimed at his capture failed. A
little while after, tiie Duke of Kent, Vic-
toria’s father, was the guest of Boston
for a short time, passing through it on
the way to join his regiment. In 1796
Louis Phillippe, accompanied by his two
brothers, Duke de Montpensier and
Count de Beaujons, landed at Philadel-
phia. Louis traveled extensively
throughout the country. He returned
to the United States in 1800. Jerome
Bonpaarte, nineteen years of age, arrived
in New York in 1803, and, visiting Bal-
timore, fell in love with a Miss Patter-
flon, whom he married. In less than
two years ho started for France, leaving
his wife to follow. Readers are ac-
quainted with the fact of the Emperor’s
order prohibiting her entering France
at any point, and the subsequent annul-
ling of the marriage. Lucien Bona-
parte, Prince of Camiroz, several years
younger than the Emperor, came to the
United States a young man, and began
life as a farmer out West. Two sons of
Joachim Murat, who was proclaimed
King of the two Sicilies in 1808, settled
in Florida a few years after their father
was shot by the Neapolitans. Napoleon
married a grand niece of Washington,
and died at Tallahassee in 1847. His
brother, Napoleon Lucien Charles, cam©
here in 1825, and married a Yankee
school mistress. In 1848 he was created
a prince of the Imperial family. In
1836 the late Emperor waa banished to
the United States. He landed at Nor-
folk in March, 1837, and then came to
New York, where he remained until May,
when he sailed for Switzerland, to see
his dying mother. Two visits were made
us by the Prince de Joinville (who, by
the way, is brother-in-law of the present
Emperor of Brazil), once in 1842 and
again in 1861, accompanied by his son,
Due de Penthievire, and his nephews,
Count de Paril and Duo de Chartres
He placed his son in the naval academy
and accepted for himself and nephew*,
positions on McClellan’s staff. In Sep-
tember, 1860, the Prince of Wales, trav-
eling as the Baron Renfrew, with his
tutor, tho Duke of Newcastle, arrived at
Detroit, and was generally received
throughout the country. Shortly after
came Crown Prince Napoleon and bride,
Princess Clothilde, daughter of the King
of Italy. Then Queen Emma, of the
Sandwich Islands, leaving New York for
England. On Januaiw 21, 1870, Prince
Arthur, third son of Victoria, arrived in
New York from Montreal. On Novem-
ber 20, 1871, the Grand Duke Alexis
reached here. He was treated to a buf-
falo bunt by Phil. Sheridan. King
Kalakakua, of the Hawaiian islands,
reached San Francisco in November,
1875, and his trip is still fresh in tho
minds of readers.
The quantity of coal sent from the
Schuylkill region for the year so far has
been 749,748 tons, against 519,244 tons
the same period last year.
James Dixon, of Palmerston, Canada,
claims to be 110 years old, and to have




Beeves ............................ 8 25 (312 00
Hogs— Dressed ................... lo 00 @10 50
Cotton ........................... 13'»@ 14Ji
Flouu— Superfine Western ....... 4 00 @ 4 60
Wheat— No. 2 Chicago ............. 1 21 (3 1 22^
Corn .............................. 68 @ 7l'
Oats .............. . ............... 45*@ 48*
Rye ................................. 87 @ 95
Pohk— New Mess ................ 22 50 @22 75
Labd— Steam ...................... 13*® 13*
CHICAGO.
Beeves— Choice Graded Steers.... 5 00
Choice Natives ....... 4 50
Cows and Heifers ......... 3 25
Good Second-class Steers.. 4 25
Medium to Fair .......... 4 00
Hoos— Live ........................ 7 50
FLOUB-Fancy White Winter...... 7 25
Good to Choice Spring Ex.. 5 00
Wheat— No. 1 Spring ................. 1 13 ® 1 14
No. 2 Spring .............. 1 01 ® 1 01*
No. 3 Spring... ........... 90 @ . 91
Corn— No. 2. .......... .......... 46 (3 46*
Oats-No. 2 ........................ 32 (4 32*
Rye— No. 2 ........................ 65 ® 66
Babley— No. 2 ..................... 69*® 61
Butter— Fancy..... ............... 82 @ 36
Eggs— Fresh .................... 12*® 13
Pobe— Mea: ............... . ........ 21 50 ®21 75
Lard ..................... ......... 13 ® 13*
ST. LOUIS.
Whbat-No. 2 Red Winter ........ 1 38 ® 1 40*
Oobn-No,2 ...................... 45 ® 47 '
Oats-No. 2 ..................... 83*® 35 w*
Ry»-No.2 ........................ 66 ® 67 'v
Pore— Mess ....................... 22 16 ®22 50
Lard... ..................  ........ 13 <a 13*
Hoos .......... 7 00 ® 7 60Cattle. 8 00 ® 6 00
MILWAUKEE.
Wheat^No. 1. ••••t... , . 1 11 ® 1 12
No. 2 ............ 1 04 ® 1 04*
Corn— No. 2 ................. ....
Oats— No. 2 .................. .. .
... .............................
Bablct— No. 2 ......... ........
CINCINNATI.
Wkkat.... ........................ 1 16
Corn .................... . ......... 50
Oats ............................... 86
Bye ................................ 74
Pork— Mess/ . . ..................... 22 00
Lard ..... ft....: ...... . .......... 13
TOLEDO.
WHEAT-Extra .................. ... 1 36 ® 1 36*
Amber ........ '.'.....'.••...124 ® 1 25
Oorn.^ ........................... 53*® 64*
Oats— No. 2 .......... ............. 36 ® 37
EAST LIBERTY, PA.
Hoos-Yorkers ..................... 7 75 ® 0 00
Pbiladelphlas . . . . .......... 8 25 ® 8 50
CATTLR— Best ................... . 5 25 ® 6 75
Sheep.
MICHItiAK ITEMS.
Toe editor of tbe St&oton Herald haa been
elected townehip drain commissioner.
A Battle Cbeek church is Advertised to gire
a “Mother Goose reception,*’ in which “forty
veritable geese will take part.’’
John Larkin, late Treasurer of Midland
county, and for some time past under arreet
for embezzlement of the county funds, was
arraigned Saturday and pleaded “not guilty.”
His trial was fixed for the next term of the Cir-
cuit court
The New York Sun has a highly sensational
story about the Hon. 8. B. Ax tell scheming to
make New Mexico a Mormon State from which
all Gentiles shall be excluded. Mr. Axtell
was for many years a resident of Mt. Clemens,
Michigan, and his old neighbors give no cre-
dence to the Sun' e story.
A horse meeting was hold in Kalamazoo,
Saturday night and an association organized
with R. F. Judson as President and It D. Rus-
sell as Secretary. Over $6,000 of the $6,600
of the proposed stock of the organization was
subscribed. The Telegraph says the fair will
be held early in June, but the time is not yet
fixed.
Sauqattjck closed her last fiscal year with
$1,223.22 cash in her iTeasury, and has since
purchased a hand fire- engine and three hun-
dred feet of hose as a protection against fire,
discarding a Babcock chemical engine. The
Saugatuck fleet for this season consists of
fourteen vessels— ten schooners, one propel-
ler, and throe tugs.
Mr. Samuel A. Robinson, of Emmett town-
ship, has on exhibition at the High School
Museum, Battle Creek, a large and rare collec-
tion of Indian relics. Among the collection is
an iron hatchet found upon the “Prophets’
Battle Ground ’’ in Ohio, which is an interest-
ing relic to those who have read Judge Little-
john's graphic narrative of the battle, in his
“Legends of Michigan.’’
O. A. Brownson, the venerable author and
theologian, died at the residence of his son,
in Detroit, one day last week, aged nearly
seventy-throe years. He was best known as
the publisher of Brmnson's Quarterly Review,
which was suspended last fall. At different
periods of his life he was successively a Pres-
byterian, a Universalist, a Unitarian, an infi-
del. and finally a convert to the Roman Catho-
lic faith.
Ward II. Jennlnos, of Lapeer, has let the
contract for the rebuilding of the Union flour-
ing mills, which were destroyed by fire in Feb-
ruary, 1874. The main part of the building
will be 36x50 feet, three stories high, with a
Mansard roof. Hemingway & Hough have the
contract for the framework, and Michael
McNamara for the foundation. It is to be
completed by the 1st of August next, and will
cost from $15, 000 to $18,000.
Shortly after the celebrated Detroit school-
master, Washington A. Bacon, removed to Flint,
J. Logan Chipman happened to be visiting that
city, and pointing out Mr. Bacon to Congrose-
man Durand, remarked : “Do you see that old
man over there? Well, he once gave me the
worst licking I ever Lad in my life." “ How
so ? ’’ inquired Durand. “Why, he is a school-
master,’’ said Johnny, “and has flogged every
man in Detroit under forty."
One of the coolest and most refreshing tree
humbugs, says the Michigan Farmer, is the
fellow who is generally helping the benighted
community to this harmonious crop of the
plum and the apple. It is a fine, healthy,
bright-looking tree, which ho will sell for
$1.50 ; cost him, that is private, by the hun-
dred, fifteen cents each. Everyone who buys
it and plants 4t discovers, to his great pleasure,
that he has on hand a hardy crab-apple tree.
But it never bears plums, or plum apples, or
apple plums ; but only crabs. '
The Saginawian says- “Considering the
extent of financial embarrassment in all parts
of the land, and the length of time it has con-
tinued, it is a remarkable fact that during that
period not a single citizen of the city of Sagi-
naw engaged in any of the leading industries
of this part of the State has failed or compro-
mised with his creditors, and the lumbermen
and manufacturers of this place are financially
stronger and sounder to day than they wore
when the failure of Jay Cooke A Co. first
threw this country into a panic, nearly three
years ago— while all the complications of
minor industries here have resulted in a loss
to creditors, in the entire aggregate, of a less
sum than would suffice to construct one of
our saw-mills, or establish a respectable salt
block."
A Natural Born Weather Prophet.
Monroe claims the “boea" weather prophet,
an old veteran, whose predictions are as reli-
able as those of “Old Probabilities’’ himself.
His name is Alexander LaBeau, one of the old
French settlers upon the River Raisin, where
he was born nearly eighty years ago and has
continually resided. He is yet in a capital
state of preservation, mind unimpaired, and
will give probabilities a month ahead with great
accuracy. He says that for forty days from
Friday, the 14th of April, the weather will be
very changeable, prevailing cold, raw east
and west winds ; occasionally a fair day will
occur, but no settled, warm weather need
be anticipated before the 1st of June.
His conjectures daring the past winter, his
neighbors say, have been verified in every
instance, and three years ego those who were
aware of the exercise of his gift, assert that
they were astonished at the unfailing accuracy
of tins old veteran’*' weather wisdom. He is
unable to give any very satisfactory or intel-
ligible explanation of his theory in foretelling
the approach of storms or any atmospherio
changes, if indeed there is any scientific fea-
ture in thorn at all, bat doubtless close study
of the aspect of the clouds, the sky,* changes
in the direction of wtad, compared with pre-
vious experiences under similar circumstances
and facts, are mainly the basis of his prognos-
tications. However, be they what they may,
he by somfe means Is able to determine what
the nature of the weather will be for a month
ahead. There is this much about it, however,
no “ goose bone ” or muskrat, or frog, has any-
thing to do with the matter. He disdain to
repudiates any connection with supernatural
agencies. He is a “natural born weather
prophet,"
Detroit Prices Current.
Apples, per brl..... ............... $3 0Q @4 20
Iksns, per bu** ................... 45 9 go
Beeswax, per lb .................... 28 @ 30
Butter, per lb ...................... 18 @ 27
Cabbage, per hundred .............. 2 00 Q 3 25
Clover seed, per bu ................ 9 30 @ 9 60
Calves, each ....................... 4 00 @900
Cider .............................. 14 @ 16
Carrots, per bu .................... 16 @ 18
Dreseed hogs, per 100 lbs ........... 8 60 @ 8 75
Live chickens....  .................. 60 @ 90
Dressed chickens, per lb ........... 18 @ 14
Dressed turkeys, per lb ............ 16 @ 16
Dried apples, per lb ........ ........ 8 @ 9
Eggs, per dor ...................... 14 @ 15
Hay, prime, per ton ................ 12 00 (417 00
Hides, per lb..... ............ .... 5
Honey, per lb ...................... 17
Hops, per lb ...................... 7
Lambs, each ........... . .......... 1 50
Lard, per lb ....................... 14
Onions, per bu .......... . .......... 18
Potatoes, per bu. ................... 16
Tallow, per lb ...................... 7
Turnips ..... . ............. 16
Wood, per cord .................... 3 00
Wool, per lb ....................... 25
Bye, per bn ........................ 68
Barley, per cental ................ 1 50
Oats, per bu ....................... 35
Corn, per bu ....................... 60
Wheat, white, per bu .............. 1 15 (4 1 30










make use of such unscientific means, and also
Grain Prospects.
Contrary to the expectation of a great
many people, tlie markets for flour and
grain have recently taken a decidedly
upward turn, owing to on improved de-
mand. All through the winter and so
much of the spring as has already
elapsed, it was argued that the stocks of
flour and wheat in England, and at the
principal points of accumulation in the
United States, were so large as to neces-
sitate a fall in prices when the opening
of navigation should permit a general
forward movement toward the consum-
ing markets of the world. But, at pres-
ent, the case is just the reverse. A good
demand has sprung up, in spite of the
large stocks, which have not yet been
much reduced.
There is undoubtedly some specula-
tion in the demand. People do not buy
whole cargoes of grain with the intent
to eat it themselves. They buy to sell
to others, and would not do so without
the prospect of a profit. But so far as
can be ascertained, the demand is of that
kind usually called legitimate — the grain
is actually wanted for consumption.
Large purchases are now being made for
the supply of interior points, in addition
to that for Europe, which bids fair to be
steady and persistent, at least into the
month of July. The prospect now is
that, with light receipts till after the
planting season is over, the rather large
stocks at western points of accumulation
will lie reduced to a small volume, mak-
ing the summer forward movement a
healthy one.
The prospects for the next crop are
yet somewhat doubtful, but not really
bad except in those sections which are
so low and flat as to be almost without
drainage.
The outlpok.is therefore a favorable
one— not only for the formers, but the
whole community, the welfare of the
cue being bound upon the well-being of
tbe other. The past few months have
borne heavily upon our commercial in-
terests, business having been at a dead-
lock in most parts of the country, ‘chiefly
because of bad roads. But there is all
the more business to bo transacted when
the conditions permit, and it is only
reasonable to look for an active trade
during the summer and autumn, with
that promptitude in payment which ac-
companies the prosperity of a people. —
Chicago Tribune.
Anchnt Newp apern.
At the coming Centennial Newspaper
Exhibition at Pliiladelphia it has been
deckled to display copies of antique
journals and other curiosities of newspa-
per literature. To this interesting col-
lection all personshaving ancient, quaint,
or curious specimens are invited to con-
tribute ; and should the response be as
hearty and general as we hope to find it,
this gathering of time-worn publications
will prove to be not only a leading trait
of the Newspaper department, but also
one of the salient attractions of the Ex-
hibition as a whole. All having the abili-
ty and the will to aid on the project
should transmit their consignments
without delay to the Philadelphia office
of the Newspaper Exhibition, Ledger
Building. 110 South Sixth street Phila-
delphia. While on view, these exhibits
will have attached to them labels desig-
nating by whom they are contributed,
and ali consistent care will be token to
preserve them from damage. After the
close of the Exhibition they will be
again at the service of their owners, or,
in the absence of different instructions,
will be transferred to some historical
society or museum.
During the late war there were many
newspapers issued which illustrated th6
straits in which their publishers found
themselves. Pink, blue, and yellow
sheets, wrapping paper, and many other
substitutes were pressed into service.
Specimens of these now possess a curi-
ous interest.
The advantages to the public of such
a gathering are manifest io a degree
which renders elucidation unnecessary,
an# the opportunity to do a very useful
act is placed within easy reach. A sin-
gle copy of some senile broadsheet may
not be of much worth to its proprietor,
yet in conjunction with others it will
make up a worthy collection. Many peo-
ple there are who, having preserved
such curiosities for yeara, can turn them
to little or no practical account, and it is
not too muph to hope that the response
given by such will be ready and general.
Without loss to themselves, they can
materiaUy benefit viaitore to the Great
Centennial Exhibition and appreciably
advance a patriptio movement .- - — -- 4-
Mani silly stories are going the
rounds of the papers about the supersti-
tious notions of the late A. T. Stewart,
his belief in signs and omens. But it is
a very singular fact that at the last Sun-
day oinner held in his house thirteen
guests sat down to the table.
PASTURES AND MEADOWS.
BY PROF. W. J. BKAL.
[From the forthcoming report of the Michigan
Board of Agriculture.] '
In the newer portions of our country
timothy and clover are about all that are
sown. In the best grazing sections of
the older parts of the United States
quite a large number of grasses are em-
ployed. It is too often the case with the
farmers of Michigan that the land is run
down by field crops without much manure.
The soil is in bad condition, timothy and
clover are sown, they do not catch well
unless the season is very favorable, time
and money are lost, the land is plowed
up again for more crops. At best, clover
cannot be relied on to last but two years
witliout re-seeding. Unless June grass
comes in, the remaining timothy will not
make a good pasture. •
MANAGING PASTURES AND MEADOWS.
Pastures are usually fed closely, espe-
cially in dry time. Btock are allowed to
run in them in the fall as long as there
is a green thing in Sight. The foliage
is all taken off clear down, including
part of the roots, which are left weak
and exposed all winter and spring. Dur-
ing winter, stock ramble over fields, kill-
ing the grass under their feet. Before
the frost is out of the ground, cattle are
digging away at the old turf again and
treading it up full of holes. In this way
the poor grass is beaten and eaten and
half starved, until, after a time, depend-
ing upon the strength of the soil, the
grass is said to “ run out," and the field
“ to need breaking up.” This is not the
way to treat grass land.
Meadows are often pastured for a fresh
bite in spring, the stock are turned off
till one crop is mowed, and then back
again where they eat all off closely as in
case of the pasture just noticed. Plants,
to remain strong and healthy, need at
least a little time to get nourishment
ahead for winter protection. Like ani-
mals, they ought to be strong when win-
ter sets in.
So far as I have observed, almost noth-
ing has been done in our country in the
way of fertilizing and improving perma-
nent pasture. We hardly know the
value of an excellent pasture of fine
grasses all summer, because very few
nave such to find.
It may be objected that it is all well
enough to talk about the use of more
manure— to manure the grass land ; but
will it pay in this country ? Emphati-
cally, yes I I refer you to some experi-
meuts made by Dr. R. O. Kedzie in top
dressing meadow, printed in our report
for 1864. The outlay pays from thirty-
five to over 100 per cent, per annum.
Tfie top-dressing used consisted of ashes,
muck, plaster, salt, cow and horso ma-
nure. W e have found at the agricultural
college that we can make a valuable
compost of much and barnyard manure
for" twenty-five to fifty cents a cubic
yard. On most farms the supply and
value of manure cau be trebled as
well as not by the use of muck.
Bones can be pounded up during winter
with a sledge-hammer, and mixed with
ashes or fermenting manure, or sown
directly on the laud. Many a dead
sheep, horse or ox is buried which should
be cut up in pieces and mixed with the
manure. On one of the poor barren
islands near the eastern coast of Maine
I saw the -heaviest growth of timothy I
ever heard of. It was six feet high, and
had been liberally treated with fish
guano. If a farmer can really once be-
lieve that it is profitable to pay good at-
tention to his grass laud he will find
ways enough to increase the quantity of
his fertilizers.
Whether it is best for a farmer to
keep some of his land permanently to
grass, or to keep all of it trader the
plow occasionally, I cannot tell ; but I
•believe Michigan ought to have more
permanent pasture. If we allow the
grass to remain only two or three years
at a time, there is no use of sowing the
finer sorts, as Kentucky blue grass, red-
top, fox-tail, or the fescues. As to the
relative value of grasses there must al-
ways be a variety of views on account of
climate, soil, what they are used for,
how they are treated, etc. Whether it
pays to drain land well or not, I am al-
most ashamed to mention to such a body
of intelligent farmers as are here assem-
bled.. You know it pays. Yet we most
keep repeating this as long as there is
so much wet land about us which does not
produce half a crop. It is not yet many
years since the people of Geneva, N. Y.,
made all sorts of fun of John Johnson
for burying crockery in his fields— re-
ferring to hia ditching with tiles. He
has lived to see a complete revolution in
all the country about him.
NATIVE AND FOREIGN GRASSES.
Borne people think we should use
only the grasses native to our country.
Bnt by a moment’s thought on this we
see that such grasses are not necessarily
the best because they are native. For-
eign plants and foreign insects often
thrive better than our cultivated ones.
I heed only refer to the thriftiness of
the imported codling moth, weevil, and
Hessian fly, and to most of the worpt
weeds in our gardens and fields. Al-
most any farm in the State containing a
variety of soil will be found to grow
already as many as fifty or more species
of grass. On the farm of the agri-
cultural college, saying nothing about
the experimental plants, I have found
about seventy-five species, besides the
cereals and mover. There are probably
grouting wild in the State, at present,
about 115 species. These grasses make
their own selection of place, and from
this circumstance we can learn a useful
lesson : “Some prefer low, wet mtUA*
tions, others grow ofclyon dry ground ;
some prefer the shade of forest trees,
wnfle others flourish best on the most
exposed parts of tlie broad prtijriee ;
some gro# only in the waiter, others
along the margins of lakes and streams ;
some attain their ̂ maturity early in tbe
season, others kte in autumn.”—/. A.
Lapham. Some of the grasses are our
vilest weeds, as chess in our fields of
wheat, barn-yard grass, and finger
grass, and several known as pigeon
grassland half-grass, and othelte. .
I wish I were able to tell you just
which grasses are the best to raise in
every case, but this will probably never
be done— at least, not for many years
yeti Nothing can be done which will
release every farmer from experiment-
ing on his own ground. No chemist
can or ever will be able to analyze a
handful of his soil and tell him just what
is the best thing to put on it. We are
experimenting with a large number of
species, 150 or more, on a small scale,
and are just about to try some of the
more prominent ones on a larger scale.
I am aften asked the merits of this or that
grass. I advise thinking men to try a
large number of sorts and watch the re-
sults ; bnt try them on a small scale at
first. Do not mistake me in advising to
try all the new grasses to be had. Many
do not half use what they have
already. I would bo far from ad-
vising any man to pay large prices for
fancy stocks and then make them mean
sorubs by taking no care of them. I
have seen too much money fooled away
in such speculations. Better farming in
one of our greatest needs. Seeds of
new grasses are high and hard to got ;
and with no experience it will not pay
to invest largely ; but I am sure it is safe
to start on a small scale and raise your
own seeds and watch < the result Give
all of them a good fair chance before
condemning them as worthless. Some
seedmen try to be very accommodating
and sell several kinds, each from the
same barrel, as pure and unadulterated.
Experiments are needed to try to im-
prove our best species of grass. This
has been done in England to some ex-
tent upon rye grass, orchard grass, and
others, until, in some cases, varieties
have been originated as unlike each other
as are our varieties of wheat among each
other. They differ as much as pop corn
differs from sweet com or dent 00m, or
as mnch as these differ among each other.
Home-grown grass seeds are better for
us than those grown in England. They
are more likely to grow. They have be-
come acclimated.
A Cure for Strikes.
This is the war between labor and
capital— capital continually withdrawing
itself from healthful work because it is
afraid of losing its price, continually at
difference with its one friend, without
whom it must perish ; labor striking,
demanding shorter time, more wages,
dictating imperious rules about piece-
work and apprentices, quarreling with
its one friend, without whom it must
die or seek the poor-house. To adjust
these differences is the problem of the
day.
One way out of the difficulty is to
make the laborer a capitalist. The
savings bank is the chief aid in this di-
rection. Lot the worker put a part of
his earnings in a bank, and ho becomes
a capitalist in a small way. He looms
to view the subject of interest and divi-
dends with the eyes of a lender, and he
is straightway jealous of his capital and
its rights. He joins the other party,
and, belonging to both, ho the more
readily sees that it is for the interest of
both to work together. Education is
offered as another solution. Give the
workingman a business education', and
ho learns to see and understand the laws
that govern the movements of wages
and interest. Finally comes the idea
of co-operation— the giving the laborer
a share in tho guidance and profits of
the work, tho union of capital and labor
in any particular undertaking. Co-
operation is, in theory, the most sensi-
ble and the most just solution to this
question that has been offered. • In
practice, it has been attended with
every imaginable degree of success and
failure. It has been repehtedly tried
in every branch of business, both here
and in Europe. In a certain way, it is
already in active operation through the
agency of savings banks, loan, friendly,
and building associations, and insuranoo
companies. But, as these are usually
managed, they are not wholly co-ope-
rative in a commercial sense. In the
case of savings banks, the laborers con-
tribute to the capital and haye no con-
trol over it, while capitalists manage the
funds for a salary, or an extra dividend,
or other consideration, over and above
tha interest paid to the real owners of
the money.— Centner for May.
An lee Country.
We look over tbe map of the world, '
and down near the bottom we find some
uncertain landmarks with many breaks,
but on the whole tracing out very nearly
the antarctic circle, and indicating that
there is, covering nearly all that zone, an
unexplored and scarcely discovered coun-
try. This impenetrable region is esti-
mated to be aa large as the continent of
North America, about 8,000,000, square
miles. A very little arithmetic \till now
prove the bold claim which I here make,
that, even supposing the whole of this
region to be land of the average conti-
nental height, there is still required over
it all an average thickness of two-and-a-
half miles of solid ioe to make the south-
ern hemisphere equal the northern in
weight.
This result of calculation is well con-
firmed by the information which all
southern navigators have brought back
from those most desolate and ioe-bound
regions. The zone of the antarctic lias
been encrooehed upon only in a small
space south of the Pacific. On every
other side, so far os has1 been discovered,
mountains of ioe block tlie way on and
near tho polar circle, which seems to bo
the great ice-barrier of the south pole.
Discoverers suppose what they have
looked upon to be land, but rarely have
they ever seen anything but rolling
ranges of in? and snow rifling higher and
higher as for as the eye could reach. In
tho most open of the south-polar seas,
Sir James Ross, iu 1841, sailed 450 miles
along an unbroken oliff of ioe from 150
to 250 feet high, and of unknown depth
beneath the water. It was one of the
vast antarctic glaciers pushing down in-
to the sea, from which some of those
southern icebergs were broken off, that
navigators have frequently Ifdd down for
islands, while the next sailor that voy-
aged that way found open water where
they were charted.— .Popu/ar Science
Monthly, _ _ 1
Meat Killed at a Distance.
Some bold experimenters buy the best
class of cattle in Ohioago, kill there, and
take the dressed meat to the Philadel-
phia markets in ice-packed ears kept at
a temperature below 85 0 ., The meat is
sold directly to the consumers (not the
butchers) at a reduction of thirty-four
per cent, on the usual price. It is of
the finest grain and quality, and is in
every respect superior to the flesh of cat-
tle brought on the hoof from the West
in overheated cars, ill supplied with both
food and water. So groat has been the
success of this experiment in Philadel-
phia that in a fortnight’s time the butch-
ers, who were ‘preparing to raise their
Meerschaum
Meerschaum shavings and dust are
used when compressed for making in-
ferior or imitation pipes. Forty-one
thonsand hundred weight of this waste
is annually consumed in Vienna in the
production of pipes, cigar-holders, etc.,
and the imitation has been carried to
such perfection that connoisseurs some-
times find it difficult to distinguish these
articles from similar ones of the genuine
substance. Of the meerschaum itself,
12,000 cases, each weighing fifty or sixty
pounds, and worth £85 a ease, an used
up in Vienna alone. In working Up the
shavings and dust into materials, about
sixty women are employed in sorting,
sifting, washing, and cleansing tho
refuse and rubbing it through* silken
sieves. , • . ,
A Man’s Ear Cot off by a Barber.
Almeron Bates of Newark went into a
barber shop in Lafayette, Jersey City,
two weeks ago, to be shaved. The bar-
ber, Christian Lutz, accidentally cut one
of Mr. Bate’s ears, almost severing it
from his head. Yesterday Mr. Lutz was
notified by a Newark lawyer that, un-
lesi he paid Mr. Bates 8500 damages a
suit for double that amount would be
prices to starvation height in the pros-
pect of tho Centennial, nave been forced,
to reduce them five cents per pound, and
there is hope that when the enterprise
becomes established and widens its ope-
rations meat will be permanently cheap-
ened. t .
Principle.
• My business has been a matter of "
principj# from the start. That is all
there is about it. If the golden rule cad
be incorporated into purely mercantile
affairs, it has been done in this estab-
lishment, and you must have noticed, if
you have observed closely, that the cus-
tomers are treated precisely as the seller
himself would like to be treated were he
in their ]Aace. That is to say, nothing
is misrepresented, tho pride is fixed,
once and for all, at tho lowest possible
figure, and the circumstances of the
buyer are not suffered to influence the
salesman in his oondnet in the smallest
I>articular. What we oannot afford is
violation of principle.— Atoarf him-
self on his success.
Says your Soapsuds.
Who would throw away a barrel full
of soft soap or a bex of hard soap?
Were it not otherwise useful, it would
be of great value as a fertilizer, if spread,
in its raw state, about our fruit trees or
berry bushes. But, after being dis-
solved iu water and .passing through the
wash-tub, gleaning the imperceptible
elements of the best manure from soiled,
linen, its fertilizing power is vastly in-
creased. Indeed we may almost say
that the average soapsuds from the kitch-
en and laundry is worth more than the
soap which produces it. Do not, then,
allow your soapsuds to run away wasted
while you have trees which it might
benefit.— Scientific American.
Nickels.
Tho not very generally known fact
that the five-ceht nickel pieces really
cost the Government, including ma-
terial, labbr, etc., less than half a cent
apiece, or ten per cent, of its nominal
value, offers inducement to petty coun-
terfeiters which they have not been slow
to take advantage of. A large propor-
tion of the nickel flve-eent pieces are
counterfeits, bht worthless only because
not made at the government mint, be-
ing identical in weight and fineness to
the genuine coin, and as bullion worth
just as much. i(5 < i u .
A Sensible Monarch.
The Emperor of Brazil is now on his
way to San Francisco. His last day in'
the city was a very busy one. A visit to
the wharves, an inspection of two
schools, a walk through the wards of St.
Luke’s Hospital and Bellevue, and an
informal reception were the principal
features. He % gone about the city
quietly, paying his own bills and doing
what ns pleased, and he has left behind
him the impresnon that he is an intelli-
gent and sensible traveler as well as an
enlightened monarch,— Afeu/ York Trib-
une. _ __
There is a camel ranehe near Elgin,
1 »'>
ii’ii
©oajwomised the claim, by paying 8300.
”” „ . t . ^3 r.vz-y— • 
Tax title of “ Excellency ” u applied
to governors has no legal recognition
except in Massachusetts and South Caro-
and they have considerably multiplied
since that time.- — - 
A dozen Turks, from Jerusalem, have
arrived in Philadelphia.
HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
— ~ — --
Saturday, April 29, 1876.
ora nzr rutansNT.
Perhaps no Pretldenlia] campaign in the
Iiistoiy of this country has been the sub*
ject of more editorials than the present,—
for the campaign can be said to have open
ed. The position of both the oid parties
being so uncertain,. upon the important
questions before the people, it is almost im-
possible to predict wbat man, or rather
which party, will preside over the country
during the coming four years.
Harpers Weekly in its last number gives
one of Nast’s imimitable pictures which ex
plains the situation very forcibly. Uncle
Sam is seated upon a two headed elphnnt
which represents the vote of the Nation;
one head of the animal being pointed to-
ward a sign marked “Republican Ticket”
and the other toward the ‘‘Democratic
Ticket.” Uucle Samuel has a very wry
face, as if displeased al the thought of hav-
ing to drive the beast in either direction and
apparently not being able to choose which
way is preferable. This is the present
status of the question. The Republicans
have about worn out their argument,
‘ Look at our past record”; while the
Democrats have not succeeded in convinc-
ing the people that their cry of “Reform!”
extends farther than turning out Republi-
can office-holders and Ailing their places
with Democratic office-seekers.
A call for a convention to be held at
New York on the 23d of May, signed by
William Cullen Bryant, Carl Schurz, Ex-
Gov. Bullock of Massachusetts and other
prominent men, is causing no little com-
nioti.m umonu politicians. The object of
tliis convention, to which all lovers of
good government are invited, is to pre-
pare tor the coming Presidential election.
The names attached to this call add great-
ly to the Importance of the movement;
and its result is awaited with no little anx-
iety on the part of aspirants for office. It
is clear, however, that the appearance of
a third party would prove benedcial to
American politics this year. Even if not
successful, if Would necessarily cause the
two parties now in existence to make radi-
cal changes iu their theories of govern-
ment; and to select as candidates men
whose names are not intimately connected
w ith the corruption of the past four years.
Of the men from whom the people will
be called upon to choose their President,
the following comprise the m<ttt promi-
nent. now before the country. Of the Re-
publicans we have JamesJ G. Blaine, of
Maine, at present a member of the House
of Representatives. Mr. Blaine has been
making strenuous efforts during the past
year to advance his prospects and he is bet-
ter known, perhaps, than any other candi-
date. Benjamin H. Bristow, of Kentucky,
the Secretary of the Treasury, is about
even, as regards probabilities, with Mr.
Blaine,— the two being the moat promi-
nent Republican candidates. Mr. Bris-
tows strength lies in the recent sweeping re
form in his Department of the Government
that he has so successfully introduced.—
After them come Morton, Conkling, Lo-
gan, Chandler, Hayes and a host of others,
in the Republican ranks.
The Democrats are not as well supplied
with candidates but have Tilden, Bayard,
Thurman, Hoffman and Hendricks. Gov!
Tilden of New York, another reformer, is
their strongest candidate. He is a hard-
m *ney man and would probably run well
i" dm Eastern States. Gov. Hendricks of
Indiana has always been a favorite son of
D moemey and has received additional
strength, recently, by the adoption of a
platform by bis state which appears to ap-
proach nearer what is wanted by the peo-
ple than anything of the kind previous-
ly produced.
In addition to the above named we have
Charles Francis Adams and Gen. Hen-
cock who are mentioned as Centennial
candidates. The former is the son of one
President and the grandson of John Ad-
ams the second President of the United
States whose name is Inseparably connec-
ted with the birth of onr country. Gen.
Hancock is a descendant of John Hancock
whose bold autograph on (he Declaration
of Independence is lint in the list of sign-
ers of that document^; JUams and Han-
cock would mgke a ticket (hat would awa-
ken a glow of patriotism in the breasts of
every American. Charlee Francis Adams
lias a record which is worthy of his ances-
try. He has been Minister to England and
the Alabama Arbitration wm the result of
bis diplomatic skill.
prepare something that will not only fur-
nish a day’s pleasure for the citizens .of
the city, but will be of a nature to cause
Ave or six thousand people from neighbor-
ing places, to visit us. The raUroads ren-
der this place the centre oft large upd
well settled territory; and if we provide a
good boat for excursions, have a promi-
nent speaker and other accompanyments,
many of our neighbors would gladly join
with us in having n “big time.”
We have succeeJed admirably in usher
ing in the centennial year, with our tree-
planting; and we should do as well on the
Fourth.
These suggestions should be acted upon
at once by those of bur citizens who fed a
desire, not only that we have a celebration,
but that we have the people who should
coine to this place upon such occasions,
come to our city aud leave any surplus
change they rany have with our merchants.
A meeting should be called and the neces-
sary steps be taken to secure whatever is
necessary to make the day an enjoyable
one.
J. T. Wixson, a photographer and den-
tist of Spring Lake, was arrested April 19,
for adultery on complaint of his wife,
whom he deserted three years ago, and has
since been roaming from place to place
with another female, to whom he has not
been married, but by whom two children
have been born to him. Wixton’s wife
got trace of him a few days since, and
undoubtedly he will have a lively time of
it He iwill have an examination to-
morrow.





"Hon. T. E. Gidley reports that about
1,400 of his old trees will bear peaches
this summer. Last year he sel out 3,500
and this .year will set 2,500 peach and 500
apple trees, besides small fruits.
Geo. Frjaut sels 400 peach trees; T.
Friant, 600; A. O. Ewing, 1.000; C. S.
Crimson, 300 and considerable small fruit;
Henry Felt from 100 to 200 trees. Messrs!
Tracy and Hon. D. B. Conger will set out
several acres to small fruit.
Nearly 3,000 grape vines will be set on
Peach Plains this spring. Confidence in
the future seems to be re established and
there is a strong disposition manifested to
plant as many trees, vines and small fruit
as the means of fruit growers will admit ’’
The above is an extract from the Grand
Haven Herald referring to the fruit inter-
ests of that locality. We should be glad
SuccKsa Upon Merit.— If there is an
instance upon these records of our country
where an article of American manufacrure
has made its way to universal favor solely
upon its own merits and without extrane-
ous aid, it is that of D. B. DeLand & Co’s
Best Chemical Sairratus. It has only to be
sold in one place, and it is demanded in
another; and so it has gone on increasing
in favor until the products of the extensive
Chemical Works of H. A. Do Land & Co.,
at Fairport, Monroe county, N. Y., are
now immense. This article is made only
at these works by a process known only to
the proprietors, and is better for all purpo-











The adyertlser, having been permanent-
ly cured of that dread disease, Consumpt-
ion, by a simple remedy, is anxious to make
known to his fellow sufferers the means of
cure. To all who desire it, he will send a
copy of the prescription used, (free of
charge), with the directions for preparing
and using the same, which they will find
a sure Cure for Consumption, Asthma
Bronchitis, &c.. Parib-s whishing the pre-
scription will please address
Rev. E.,A. WILSON,
94 Penn St., Williamsburgh, N. Y
NOTICE!
Notice is hereby given, that a special
meeting of the electors of the township
of Holland, will beheld on the 8th day
<>l May, A. D., 187(5; at 2 o’clock, p. m. for
the purpose of electing Overseers of High-
ways of the several districts within the
unpaid at this date on raid moXS, ̂
one htndrcd and forty-two dollarsand
($142.U8); and no suit or proceedln^Velthfr In-law
or In equity having been commenced to recover
the same or any part thereof ; Now therefore
tlce is hereby given thaton Mmdav Uu twe/fo nwi
day of Hay, one thounand eight hundred and atvSn-
ty-#4x, at one o clock in the afternoon of said day
at the front door of the Cpnrt House, in the city ft
™ ?,aven\Ln 8ft,d Coutl,J of Ottawa and State
fhat ,he p,ace ror holding the
Circuit Court, for said County, there will bo sold at; jyrC . iubl,.c Mellon or vendue to the highest bidder, the
L'l • i I! nmvH.i r°Uiattornv.ey fce of ,wcnl.v-nve dollars,
b Jannels, ££^2 KLa;ct>mfortgf*c’ ,n4.caK0Sheetings, 4?Rlftnkpfs Piece or parcel of land, in the Countv of Ottaway and State of Michigan, more particularly knownShawls and described as followa, via; Lot numbered four^IiaWlS, ADi Vlr8nn.,°f J0t m,mbpred o"e in Block
Yarns and a^hccityof Holland, according to the recoidedlams ana maps of said efty, and said sub division, in the
Oottonades mSU Regi,lcr of Decd8’ 0,,awtt
1 Dated: Holland, March 1, A. D. 187fl.
JOHN GAKRKTSON, Mortgagee.
Howard A McBride, Ally's for MorLgaqtc.
MORTGAGE SALE.
• ?*XVLT havi,,R bupn made ln ,hc conditions of
z cl m
n?mivgfht jLnndred und B,*t.v-»i»e for purchaseSve °r ,Wo hun,lr‘d Ql"i eighty-
nve (lollarc with interest at seven percent and rn-
corded In the office of the Register of Deeds for
the County of Otuw a and Mate of Michi- an or
the ihntivnth (13) day ,,r October, A D. ^U.p in
MookU of Mortgages on page one bund red and
fifty-three (1M) Bnd which said mortgage was as-
Stohpl bnflhth 8ai-d Gt:org? W CampbSl u> Roxy A.
pU>h\hi9R\ LrT'y 0f A,le*,ul °n the twenty-
Also Live Geese Feathers.
150 BARRELS of SALT,
We deal also extensively in Flour and CountryPro<1nM- P. & A. STEKETEE
Holland, Mich., On. 28, 1875.
j. ..„ou uiu ut? g.au ut l b districts the
to see our fruit growers replani ing their l T'mnship, and for voting moneys for thepeaches. different requitemols of the Township.eaches.
At St, Joseph, South Haven and other
points along the shore large numbers of
fruit trees are being set out. We have
lands here as well situated as any at St.
Joseph; where, notWithslunding the de-
struction caused by the “cold winter,”
fruit growers are making money. With
the proper care and cultivati >n u-u acres of
land devoted to fruit wtll give its owner u
greater return than almost any business
requiring the same labor and capital. Not-
withstanding the great advantages tittered
here, of location, railroad facilities and
cheap lands; our fruil interests have never
received the altenl ion due them. A dis-
position is being manifested by Hie owners
of lands near Lake Michigan, at oilier
towns, to make the culture of fruit their
“businesi,” and we should lie pleased to
see a movement of the kind amoug pat-
ties holding lands near this place, 'I here
is no veiy cogent reason why lands at Si.
Joseph should be worth $150 an acre lor
fruit purposes, while the same qu.di’y of
laud, just as well situated for the purpose,
is considered of liUiv ot#no value here.
We notice several of our Tfut^w-owers are
preparing to enlarge their orchards this
year and also that Mr. George Harnhgion’s
place, consisting of 80 acres of land, siiua-
ted near Black Lake, has been sold to
Mr. Husted, of Lowell, who Intends to de-
vote it to fruit growing.
• Iijui  Clin- HI mu i wnsm




A gentleman who suffered for years
Irom Nervous Debility, Premature Decay,
and all the effects of youthful indiscretion
will, for the sake of suffering humanity,
send free to all who need it, Hie recipe and
direction for making the simple remedy
by which be was cured. Sufferers wish-
ing to profit by the advertiser's experience
can do so by addressing in perfect confi-
dence,
JOHN B. OGDEN,
42 Cedar st., New York.
4lctr ̂ di’crtiscmcnK
on the necond
Our exchanges an agitating (be subject
of Fourth July; and ve deem it well to
do likewise. Tbja being the Centennial
year of our country’s existence, the day
should be celebrated in every village and
hnmlet throughout the land. We cannot
nil visit the Philadelphia Exposition and
should try to do something to impress
the full aignidcance of the day upon us.-
fint two months Intervene between the
present time end the day we celebrate.-
If we desire to make the celebration one
that wJU bring (he' inhabitants of the
surrounding country into our town,
measures should be taken at once to
Much complaint L made in New Y >rk
of the manner In which the Secretary of
the Treasury has thrown the bonds iu
which Ihe Alabama indemnity found is in-
vested upon the market It is claimed this
has caused a decline of one per cent, in
price. The terms of this order prescribe
that the bonds shall be sold for gold, which
is objectionable, and that no bids for a less
amount than $500,000 shall he receivod.-
This latter excludes all investors and
throws the purchase of the bonds into the
hands of bankers or a syndicate, who can
afterwards deal them out at a profit. Tlw
total fund is $5,833,000 of the funded 5
per cent, loan of 1871-81.— J/ifer Ocean.
The “decline” In bonds is an ominous
indication. It simply shows that our goy.
ernroent securities shrink when the hard
pan rule is applied to them, like the notes
and mortgages of our people under the
squeezing process of our republican fiuan-
cies. Query. If throwing $15,000,000 of
U. 8. bonds on the market to be sold lor
real gold causes such a decline in price,
hoie lote would U. S. bonds go if a call was
made for $400,000,000 of gold for bonds,
to redeem the outstaoding greenbacks?
We suggest the question for the benefit of
those who have proposed the sale of bonds
enough, /er gold, to redeem the greenbacks.
Thk great Irish brewers and distillers
are strong as endowers. The late Sir 3.
Guinness gave *750,000 for 8t. Patrick’s
Cathedral, Dubltn; Mr. Roe. a distiller,
followed with the restoratiou of the Pro-
testant cathedral in Dubiln; and recently,
Id Cork, Mr. Wise, another distiller, has
given $100,000, and Mr. Crawford; a brew-
er, $00,000 to restore the Protestant cathe-
dral in that diocese.
F0RJ5ALE.
A 3 Acre Frnit Farm containlnR acme 300 bearin*
grape vlni-a, 109 Currant buchen; strawberries;
Eeani Apple, quince. Chestnut. Mulberry, Apprt-
cot. Cherry an.l Peach trees l u Waring.
No money required down inquire or„ J. VAN LANDEGEND.






Have opened a Balwroom on Eighth street in the
ntore formerly occupied by sJooter A Hlrains
opposite the city Hotel, wh retheFarmera
of this section nf the conntryare re-
spectfully invited to examine all the
improved machinery lately In-
 troduced in Agriculture.
Russeirs combined Reaper
and Mower. Adams & Frencli
Harvester. Empire State Mow-
er. Triumph Keaper. Gale’s
Horse Rakes. Ihe Dodge
Plow, of Kalamazoo. Buck-
eye Grain Drills. Cultiva-
tors, Et., Etc.
Order* for repairs and parts of machines
taken and promptly filled. <•'
Holland, April 30, 187«. ‘|j ‘ 10-3m
iPURB
Golden Machine Oil.
. BY TUB GALLON, Al
J. O. DOE8BURG.
Holland, July 7, 1875.
Old Minister Wells, of Braintree, Mass,
himself a Scotchman, used to aay, “It be!
hooveth a Scotchman to be right; for if
he be wrong, be be forever and eternal!?wrong.” y
EOF SALE or TOREHT.
Owing to ill-health I offer for sale or ta rent the
iBtna Houae. to the City of Holland. Proposals
to exchange for other property will alee bs enter
talned.








The Phoenix Hotel is now
the popular resort of most all
the travelers coming to this
city and is considered the best
place to stop at. Certainly the
proprietor gives every atten-
tion to his guests. Some of
his rooms are being nicely and
neatly furnished. His table is
the very best to be found at
any hotel in this city. Success
to the Phoenix hotel.
Holland, Mich., Feb. 24, 1876.
IFHCEINTX
Planing Mill.
In re-building onr new shop we have pur
chased entire new Machinery,
Of the Most Approved Patterns;




WB HAVE A STEAM '
dirtst KIILUST
AND TUB DRYING OF LUMBER
WE SHALL MAKE A
SPECIALITY.
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,
Or anything in onr llne^nunnfsctnred on abort
H. W. VERBEEK A Co.
4S
Of one tmndred “lid rony four dollar, and nineir
cenr.. And uoenifor proceeding* at Law or la
equity having been iustllrrted ic recover i Ik- name
°rr.anjr, iPart ,hereyr- No ice in therefore herebj
nrR«tlhal ’V\t',e"",,da? °r 1,1 •he year A. [}.S??! c ock " lhe ar,urn' °» “I Huid day. I ehaif
5*1 ,'!lbl<ic a^,ion 7 v|;»d..e to the higlieet hid-
(1,v or (%,?,!!! nM,rof ,,he Cw"rr,,ou-« l"
u^i i w.nd Ottawa County. State of
Michigan, (that tietnir I lie place where ihe Clrrult
. 0r **}} coun,y ,H b‘»bb,» ] the prumiaea des-
cribed in euld mortpge or o muen thereof a* ^hall
be necessary to raiiHfy and pay the amount due on
aaid mortgage with Interent at m-ven per cent, from
the date hereof on the said amouni claimed lo he
due and parable and all legal coatr and expeueea
together with an attornev fee of iwenty-flve cat
dot la re aa provided for therein. Tl.e following art
the land* and promt- eMo be aold a* HeHcril^d In
i»aid mortgage. To- wit: ‘-The following described
bein« c<'ui"v «>r o't«w;
and state of Michigan to-wlt the north half iNuy
• f the aouth-weet quarter [8-W *] of northre il
quarter N E V) of aectlon numbered nine |yl ta
P ,M,n,burcd flTe t5) >‘0"b «*f Range eix
teen [li»| wen . "
Datrh: Holland February let. A. D. 1876.
KOXY A. STONER, AsHr/nee of Mvrtqagee.
Howard A McBride, AtCys tor AsHqnee.
Probate Order.
OTATE OK MICHIGAN. COUNTY OK OTTA-
kJ wa.-Bx: At a aeaitlon of the Probate Court of
the County of Ottawa, ho.don at the Prebate Of-
nce In the ('ity of Grand Haven, in *aid County,
on Frh'ay the arventh dav of April in the year
one thousand eight hundred and aevenij 'alx.
I reaent: Samurl L. Tati. Judg*- of Prebate.
In the matter of the Katate of Enoch C. De
Voe deceaaed.
nr0A„Wn? avd fl,,nS ,be P«‘bion. duly verified.
?iLAp«£; D°,' w> among other thlnga for
me Probate of an inatrument in writing filed in
thia ciurt purporting to be the taut will and twta-
ment of Enoch C. De Voe, deccaaod and that ad-
mliilatratlon thereof may be granted to the person
named therein aa Executrix.
Thereupon it ia ordered, that Tueaday the ninth
"eXVal ?ne 10’c,u.ck ,n afternoon,
if-? .kPu’l for.,.hft ht:“rJnK°r ••>«* Petition and
that the helre at law of the aaid deceaai-d, and other
pereona iniereated iu aaid eatate, are reqaired to
eppear at a aeaalun ,»f aaid Court, then to be hoidea
at the Probate Office, in Grand Haven, In aaid
County, and ahow cauae. if any there be. why the
prever of the petu loner ahouid not be granted:
And it la farther ordered, That aaid petitioner give
notice to the peraona intereited in aaid eatate. of
the pendency oi aaid petition and the hearing
iter0! lVr.canl''IinK» copy of this order tobepub-
iiahcd in the ‘•Hoi.ukd i:itt Newb” a newanaDer
printed and circulated in aaid County of Ottawa
hearing0 HUCCe,w*ive "ccka prevlona to aaid day oi










VAR LANDEGEND & MELI8
^or $8*00; ontll ftirtber notice.
HOLLAND, . MICHIGAN
Wi BOV LOST, BOW&EttOUSI
MSTmism Jnat pnbllnhed, a new edition of
/Mm &
of Spermatorrwa or Seminal Weak-
neM, Involuntary Seminal Loasea, Irapoteocy,
Mental and Physical Incapacity, Impedimenta to
Marriage, etc.; also, Conramption, Epilepsy and
Job work promptly and




--- O C Law. v/wua-uui|..avu« SMyuvyBJMUU
flta, inanced by self-indulgence or sexual extra-
vagance, Ac.
tST Price, in a sealed envelope, only six cants.
The celebrated author, in thia admirable leaay,
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty years' aucceea-
*01 Practice, that the alarming consequences oi
self-abuse may be radically enred without the dan-
RjroM nae of internal medicine or the application
of the knife; porting ont a mode of cure at once
simple, certain, and effectual, by means of which
every sufferer, no matter wbat bis condition may
be, may cure himself cheaply, privately, and radi-
cally.
VT This Lecture should bain the hand* ef
every youth and evwy man in ths land. >
Sent under seal, In a plain envelope, to any ed-
01 “ce,pt°c
Address the PnbUshem,
41 Axs St . »rw York; Post Ofilce Box. 4N(.
jotting?
Hemkmber the trees this moraiof.
Small boys begin to dream of the
Fourth of July.
The question of the hour, Can we afford
to go to the Centennial ?
Pic nics with their wealth of sunburn,
rousquitos and sand-hills will soon be
affecting the minds of our sunday-school
teachers.
Be sure to be present
day.
at the Park to
‘can”
The Schr. WoUint while entering this
harbor, on Tuesday last struck a stone,
thereby injuring* her keel, causing her to
leak. She was hauled out at Bos &
Schultz's yard.
Wheat is looking well throughout the
colony and promises an abundant harvest.
The same prospects are reported from all
parts of the west. We can, therefore, rely
on having a supply of daily bread during
the coming year.
A. M. Kanters has uufted his stock of
sewing-machines into Albers & Wynne’s
store. He will, as heretofore,, keep a full
supply of machines on hand; and parties
wishing to make their wives happy should
call and examine his stock.
Mr. Martin Joppenga employed by the
Chicago & Michigan Lake Shore Railroad
met with a painful accident on Saturday
last. While coupling cars his hand was
caught between the bumpers. Two lin-
gers were cut off and his hand otherwise
injured.
The memorial trees placed upon the^
campus at the college and in the school
yard, are growing rapidly. Their owners
visit them daily and several “planters”
have purchased microscopes, for the pur-
pose of increasing the size (figuratively
of the leaves.
D SCO ration-d a Y will soon be here.
Let us duly observe the day, as was done
last year. The Soldiers’ Union deserve
credit lor the success of last year’s cele-
bration and we hope our citizens will lie
prepared to join with them in their annual
tribute to the fallen heroes.
----
Tue Steam-barge Sky- Lark is bring re-
built at Anderson’s yard. The old plank-
ing was all taken oft’ ami new timbers pin
in; so that the boat will be aim ist entire-
ly new. She will run from this place io
Chicago, during the summer and will make
due preparations for carrying fruit.
Several eastern families have arrar.ged
to spend the summer here instead of visit-
ing crowded watering-places and payinn
high prices for board. With a pleasant
drive to Lake Michigan and the necessary
boating arrangements, wccoul J have our
town filled witli visitors every summer.----- —
Vknkklaaskn & Co’s new brick making
machine will commence operations on
Monday next. Their machinery is new
and Ihey will manufacture 20,000 brick?
per day. This firm have acquired the
reputali >n of doing first-class work and
with new machinery, they intend to kedp
it.
Mr. G. Van Tubbehokn, a farmer resi\
ding about seven miles south of this place
was bitten on the hand by a rattle-snake
on Thursday while at work burning brush.
The snake which was a small one, two
years old, was killed by Mr. Tubbcrger
and brought into town by him. Dr. llroe
attended him; and he has recovered fro
the effects of the poison.
n w
7
A number of our citizens intend to
visit Philadelphia this summer and gaze
upon the big buildings and their contents.
A move is on foot to bring down the rail-
wad fares to reasonable rates, and also
to provide hotel accomodations at prices
less exorbitant than are now announced.
We should therefore suggest to them, that
they wait until Auguit or September, there-
by avoiuing the July crowd and saving
money.
The result of the Union Caucus held in
the village of Zeeland, for the ensuing
charter election to be held on May 2, was
in the shape of a double ticket, leaving it
at the option of the voter to scratcli whom
he pleases. For President— Baerl and
Keppel. For Trustees-dilabbekoo-n,
Haitscma, Van Den Bosch and Van Duine,
Wm. Wichers, P. Vyn. For Cterk-Hij-
ma and G. Bulks. For Marshal— Dekker
and J. De Free. For Assessor— J. De
Pree and A. Van Bree.-For Treasurer-
J; De Jonge and J. Huizenga. For Pound-
master— Sladma and Blok.
Our citizens have been afflicted by a
visitation from ttTe peripatetic organ-grind-
er, daring the past week. From early
morn till dewy eve the hardened wretches
grind oat the "Malligan Guards” and tor-
tare the ears of suffering humanity with
the dashing of “The Blue Danube.”
Three organ grinders have paraded oar
ttfteta daring the week; gathering in the
wealth reposing In the small boy’s pockets.
It is to be Bop&f that s6nte philanthropist
will leave bis labors for the benefit of the
Fee-jee Islanders, long enough to shoot
every villisn carrying a hand-organ who
may appear in the streets, hereafter.
Housekeepers can prepare to
the luscious peach this seasom
This weather suggests the approach of
strawberry shortcake and palm leaf fans.
In 1877 a jubilee is to be held at Ant-
werp In honor of Rubens, celebrating the
triennial anniversary of the great painter’s
bitlh.
--- -
Tommy (suddenly on his way home
from church)— “What did you take out
of the contribution box, mamma! I only
got sixpence! Look here!”
A change of time has been made on
both railroads. Owing to press pf business
no change has been made in the, lime
tables given in this paper. They will be
correctly given next week.
Marketdav was duly celebrated at
Drcnihc on Wednesday last. A Inrg*
croud ttvio in attendance; but few sales
were made and what is worse, no founda-
tion was laid lor assau't and battery suits.
Mary:— I say, MrsL McCarthy, this Yre’s
a very had cabbage/' Mrs. M :— “Shure
now, and is it, honey? Then pick another.
Bless yer, young cabbaee is like sweet-
hearts; you must, try half-a-dozen ’fore ye
gets a good wan.”
The New York Comedy Company that
visiied our city this week gave three enter-
tainments here. The company was a
good one ami those of our citizens who
attended, came away feeling that they had
spent a very pleasant evening.
— ..... — -----
The Centennial class at Hope College
are busily engaged in studying American
history. We are Informed that one of the
Commencement orators has not chosen
“( Vntennial,” as his subject. This noble
youth expects to speak of “The Progress
of the Age.”
Opinions differ about A. T. Stewart's
eharneb r, some bolding hint to have been
the most benevolent man who ever I ved;
others -openly alleging that lie was one
of the meanest, inconsistent old curmud-
geons who ever disgraced humanity. That
he was a hard master is undoubled.
Messrs. Si.ootkr & Higgins have re-
moved their sto -k fn m Ven ien;:i\ build-
iojr on Ki Jifn~si>yel to the buddi Iir reeert-
lv I iu It on the corner of Eighth and Fish
sire* I?; h tc tM ean be f..iu d ready and
willing io exchange groceries and pro-
visions fur the article called ‘ ch'Ii.’’
-- — -------
Ai n .1. Dykkma left home on Monday
last for Europe. He will vyt friends in
Holland and also enjoy set^g sights on
the continent. Mr. Dykctn i will of course
have a plea -ini lime and we can but ex-
press a hope that the trip m tv 'a- marred
by no accident and that he may return to
his home in safely.
-*•+- -----
Mu A. A. Tracy, e-m itv clerk, visited
ottr eity on Wcdn s-l-v la«t lor nn'urali-
zation purposes. Tliirty-f >ur persons de-
clined their inien'i mis and solemniv I id
fniewell to the allejimec of all foreL'ii
potentates. At Zeeland, on Tuesday,
twenty-two ‘‘burirliers" were enrolled as
future subjects of the American Eagle.
Rev E. V an Dkr I Iaudt was installer
as pa-tor of the Reformed Church at Bat-
tle Creek on the evening of the 16th Inst.
Rev. A. Van Vranken, President of the
clussis, read the form used on Mi di occa-
sions. Rev Peter MoenHjk delivered the
sermon; and Rev. A. T. Stewart gave a
special charge to the pastor. The exerci-
ses were rimed by an address to the con-
gregation from Rev. J. W Beardslee. Mr.
Van Der Hardt has manv friends among
our citizens who will he glad to hear that
his “lines have fallen in such pleasant phces.” _
Most sublime and cogent was the advice
given by the Rev. Arthur Mitchell at the
citizens’ meeting held in Chicago on Sat-
urday evening last. He said: “Honor the
ballot. Do not allow it to be said that it
is a low thing to be a politician, I tell you,
iu a country like this, every honest man,
every Christian man, especially, ought to
he a politician— ought to he a ward politi-
cian— ought to bo at every primary meet-
ing— ought to begin at the beginning and
see the fight all the way through until the
victory is won at every election that is held
in the homo where he resides.” -v
Several new buildings are being erec-
ted in f nrious parts of the city this spring.
Messrs. P. & A. Steketee are at work up-
on tbeir new brick store adjoining Van
Landegend & Melis’s building. They ex-
pect to make the building first-class in
every respect and it will add much to the
appearance of Eighth street. -The same can
be said of Mr. J. W. Bosnian's new store
east of thfi atore occupied by Albers &
Wynne.— Workmen are digging the cellar
for Mr. J. AHng’s building on the corner
of R^ver and Seventh streets.— Mr. D.
Jonktnan’s new store on the corner of Riv-
er and Tenth streets Is nearly completed;
and will soon beoccupled totom.-M. p.
Visser’s store on River strefi'fi to nearly
completed that he now occupies it. Sev-
eral residences and other business houses
are being built which will be noticed In
our next issue.
Judge Giddingb has gone east to at*
tend the funeral services of his father.
When a loafer enters the'sanctum of a
busy editor, and the editor says, “Glad to
see you're back,” what does he mean?
An Illinois preacher, who believed that
fire insurance was defying the Lord, is
now living In a barn until his congrega-
tion can find him another house.- -<•>* -
A printer out West whose office is two
miles from any other building, and whose
sign hangs on the limb of a tree, advertises
for a boy. He says “a boy from the coun-
try preferred.”— -----
Mr. Oliver Perkins lately sent his boy
to the school- ma’am with the following
note: “Miss Haze— Please lik the barer
for running away. Lik him well. Yours
respectively, Mr. Oliver Perkins.”
An old Scotch lady gave a pointed re-
ply to a minister who knew he had offen-
ded her, and expressed surprise that she
could come so regularly to hear him
preach. Said she: “My quarrel’s wi’ you
man; it’s no wl’ the Gospel.”
------ -«•»> -- - —
The Clasels adopted the recommenda-
tion of the General Synod, that on the
first Sunday in July, a patriotic memor-
ial sermon to comemorate the Centennial
Anniversary of American Independence
be preached iu all the churches in the
country and the collection then to be taken
to be applied to educali uiai purposes.
- ------- ----
There h «ve been some radical changes
in the last century. A hundred \cnrs ago
they kis-rd a lady’s hand; now you kiss
her lips— that is, of course, if jmi happen
to be behind the wood pile and nobody is
lookin imd you don’t want to disappoint
her. It may take 100 years to get from
her hand to he mouth, hut we never felt
that the time was misspent.- -+•+- --
The pleasant weather is awakening the
inherent dedre to capture fish, that has
lain dormant in the breasts of small and
large boys since last summe . The wharves
are lined with persons having lliiir pock-
ets full of angle worms and . rasping long
poles. The net result of a i afternoon's
sport, is, in the majority of cases, a cold in
the head, a huge appetite and one or two
small MtnfWh.
The gentle reader, who is present at the
tree-planting, can indulge in the same re-
flections today that Xerxes did about
2360 years ago. Perhaps the multitude
present will not be as great as when he
“pulled his red handnmia i ut, and w iped
Ids weeping eyes;” but the fact that but
lew of us will la- running (or office a hun-
dred years hence remains, and is as tiue
to day as it was then.
---- — -
Do not force t that the citizens of this
(i'v in 1976 intend to celebrate their
Fourth of July beneath the trees you are
planting. Be assured ihat they vsill bless
the memory "f their great grandfathers
who are engaged in setting out the trees
today. Remember, therefore, to place a
tree in a position where its shadow will
‘cover the defenceless head” of the man
who will eulogize the American Eagle
and shake his list at the British Lion, one
hundred years hence.
At a meeting of the Holland City Cor-
nt Band, held on the 20th inst. Ihc lollow-
pg rtfolution was passed:
W/it wis, Frederick Wurz a member of
t4e Holland City Cornet Band has tender-
til his rcsicnatiou, as he is about to leave
Irr his former place of residence, St.
'oseph, therefore
llc*o!wi, That we regret his loss as a
jood, efficient and social member; that he
lias the best wishes of this organization
wherever he mag he; that his name ahnll
remain upon their book as that of an hon-
orary member, and that should he ever
return Ihat we will he ready and happy to
receive him again into our circle.
A young man of Portsmouth, N. H. who
was numbered with the ungodly, went
home from church with his girl the other
night and asbly accepted the invitation to
• come in.” Family prayers were imme-
diately broached by the head of the house,
and when the pious pareul had warmed
himself to his work he prayed that “the
young man, who, for the time being, is in
our midst, may be directed towards his
Father’s bouse.” The young man, in high
dudgeon, and without more ado, seized
his list and strode away home, saying that
a hint was better than a kick to a mule.
Report of Blast No 4, Bangor Furnace.
No of charges, 41,917.25 bush, of coal
^ the charge. Coal consumed, 104,479.25,
idly one-filth being made from soft wood,
lush, of coal per ton, 105.66., Lbs. ore
msumed, 858,446.10; Lbs. Iron made,
2l2, 875.20. - Gross tons of iron made 9923.
A ield per cent of ore, 62 01. The Fur-
n ice went in blast June 1st, 1875, at 9 a.
n . and went out of blast April 17th, 1876,
10 p. m. Stopped 5 days, making actu-
running time 817 days, making an aver*
a ^ of 81.3 gross Urns of iron per day. Ex*
t eme helghth of stack, from bottom of
li :arth to top, 45 feet Width across the
. 9^ feet.
The Furnace stopped because the ore
exhausted aid will spend about 6
in making repairs by which lime a
supply of ore will be obUiued.— 22*
CITY BAKERY.
-O - '
The undersigned has succeeded to the
above business, nod shall continue
to carry on
BAKING & CONFECTIONERY
At the same old stand on Eighth street, in
the City of Holland I guaraitee the
Public that at all times they will
find me supplied with a full
Una of goods such as
should be kept in a
FIRST-CLASS BAKERY.
Fresh Bread, Biscuits, Rusks, Crackers
of all kinds, Cakes, Pastry; also Rye
Bread, Graham and Boston Brown Bread.
All special orders will be promptly filled.
Assorted Confectionery.
Plain and Fancy Candies, a full assort-
ment of Nuts and’ such other notions in
this line as will lender this establishment
complete in this respect.
REFRESHMENTS.
Ovstors by the can or dish, cove oysters,
sardines, lobsters, cheese and can tied
fruits.
Coffee and Tea will he served at all
hours.
CIGARS & TOBACCO.
The former patronage of the Public is
respectfully solicited.
G. J. A. PE8SINK.
Holland, Mich., Nov. 26, 1875.
Welton & Akeley,











Mew* Welton A Akeley Utve bought out the
ntock imd tnulc »f M. P. vin?crn and will continue
iba bostoiN at the oty) staoc. If good good* and
low price* willcontlnap to draw them their heavy
eade they are sum toruiitln It. A general Invitation
Ih extended to all to call and vlall the crippled nuo
Honour.









Full line for the Winter trade.









Are aold aa cheap at thl* Drug Store a* at anv






All the leading Patent Medicines In the market.
A full fiRockof the very beat Perfumery sold In
bottle or by measure.' , , J. 0. DOESBURG.
Holland. Mich.. July 30, 1875.
These gooda will bo sold at the Ipwcst po**l
ble Price. Xviryinlolt WarfMWdtoto JttH l» I«P'
rtuated.
Watches, clocks and Jewelry Repaired In the
best manner.




John Roost A Son,








la the only folly Illuatratedt Edition of 8|r Walter
WAVERLEY NOVELS
of American make, and Is “the beat edition of the
best Engl lab Novelist.”
The books are standard, and will sell for all time.
The mechanical execution la of the best. The
price la of the lowest. Aftttivutod myvkm, to
whom liberal terms and exclusive territory are of-
fered.
Forthy-eight volumes, averaging 400 pages each,
and comaining nearly S,000 illustrations, will com
plate the acrirt. Bubecribera supplied with two
volumes [a complete work] monthly. Eleven
Months' Deliveries (VI volumes) are now ready.—
Price-In Cloth, frilt extra, per volume, $1.50; Half
Turkey, gilt top. $*.*3. For terms, etc., addresses
I. J. EALI 4 808, Publisftm,
17 Hurr*y Strut, ». T.
Nathan Kenyon. Banker.
HOLLAHD, MICH.,
Does a general Banking, Exchange, and Col-
lection bnaluees. Collections made on all points
In the United States and Europe. Particular atten-
tion paid to the collections of Banks and Bankers.




and sold. Tickets to and fr




Highest market price p
for Butter it Eggs, m tradt
in cash.





A new stock of Goods has Just necn opened, and
we can state to the Public that It has been.,
bought expressly for this season of the year.
It is of the Latest Styles of
Ladieh,
Youths,




nbllc to call andprice, and «e request tbe irudliig p
examine.
CUSTOM WORK A SPECIALTY,
AND
imim sous on short notice
Cash Paid for Hides.
L. 8PRIETSMA & SON.
Holland, February 20, 1874.
*d-1y
CROCKERY!
From and after this date, I
inteful to devote to this line of
trade the necessary attention,
and will keep on hand a com-
plete stock of White Granite
and (’. C. Ware.
A libera] deduction to
those who buy sets or in large
tpiantities.
Rockingham and Yellow
Ware in large supplies.
G. J. VAARWERK.
Holland, Mich., Sept. 10, 1875.
Something New !
P. H. Wilms,
THE WELL KNOWN .
PUMP MANUFACTURER
Of this place, has added to hla splendid Wooden
Pump thu Iron Drive Well Pump, and la ready to
furnish all aud everybody with all kipda of Pumps:
Force Pumps, Kubbcr Hose, Large Iron Vessel
Pumpa, Pony Engine Pumps, and anythin* in the
11ns of Pump* from ft small Basket Haud-Pumps up
to a Btuam Fire Engine.
He can also put down Drive well points ou wood
en pumps, which Is an Improvement on both Iroa
and wooden pnmps-oa iron pumps because they
don’t rust, tbe water pumps easier and faster and
they don’t Ire se or buret lu eo.d weather; and aa
improvement on wooden pompe; It saves making a
well, and nothing on get Into the well end spoil
the water.
Business place on River Street, between Tenth
and Eleventh street, Holland, Mich.
BOOKBINDING!
The undersigned wishea to Inform hla old friends
and residents of Holland and vicinity that being at‘ ‘ * ‘ ' lamnge-
wboae
_________ and complete llna
; and will furnish drst-dass work.
A. CLOETINGH.
Sept. 9 1878. _Mvski
cs
DRIFTED APART.
I ;uwi no* look upou tUj face,
Ifc iH'Tunry dfar rnnut f»de away ; 
Noi ever more hIuII iia auft grtre ’
phcd lltfht Md liopo on li(«’s dark way.
iii^thl^^ea i miiHt no: gate.
I.ill' tmidcr’Ht flower* waihed by Jie blast,
Odr fondest hopes mart row decay. „
Hut UiDUKh we drift far, far apart,
' ed hope* all wither and die,
ve iu each sad heart,
t bring both tHr and rfgh.
Aa hope Is dea.lj, would nteuiory tco
Might cease to torture Wtthlta pain ;
it a common Riwalet both %e laid,
And trouble ns never, ncyer again.
Why dream of jpy* too bright to last?
Why gadly tnonrn «nr bitter l*tt
Batter to bid farewell to the part, .
ftBaah forget ting^a^d each forgot.
ttjr heart ym hava, and my pravers I give,
That li^tha oomtng weary years,
In love am] anurti/ne you may live, *
With weVor a thought to bring yon teare.
May Itoon'r anna nhield yoo from the storm,
Andlbv^ng Ups tby praiees apaak ;
Though I Do more inay clasp thjr form,
Xor taste the roaes on thy cheek.
And when God sends His angels forth,
With blessings ladened for the good and true,
To your home and hearth I pray they’ll come,
And bring their richest gifts to you. '
Beyond the grave we may meet again,
In a land where all are permitted to love.
Will yon wait forme in that happy land ;
Ok ! say will you meet mo there above?
CARTOUCHE.
Louis Dominique Cartouche, the son
of a i» spfcofcable, well-to-do wine-seller,
was born at Paris ill October, 1693.
Anxious to secure for his son a higher
position than ho himself occupied, the
father sent him to the College of Cler-
mont, Imt his native metincts soon as-
serted themselves; he ran away and
joined a party of gypsies. He was
adopted as a child of the band, and his
new friends formed the meet sanguine
anticipations as to his future. Bold,
crafty, and inventive, he was nimble as
an ape, pliant as an acrobat To an un-
conquerable loveof wandering, of pleas-
ure, and idleness, he united a remark-
able abihty to endure, when necessary,
privation and fatigue. After he had re-
mained three years with the gypsies,
they were abruptly ordered by the Par-
1 tamest of Rouen to quit the province,
and, as Cartouche was sick at the time,
they left liim behind. On his recovery
he found himself alone and friendless in
the streets of Rouen, without a single
sou in his pocket.
By good luck he fell in with an uncle,
who fed, clothed him, and sent him
home, thereby affording him another
opportunity for pursuing an honest ca-
reer. A domestic life, however, had no
charms for the ex-gypRy* After a
few months tranquility he decamped
from the paternal mansion one moon-
light night with his father’s money-box
under his arm. He was then about sev-
enteen years of age. Pocket picking
was the first branch of his future indus-
try to which he devoted his talents. He
formed a partnership with one Gaguis,
and, between them, they were reaping a
rich harvest, when one unlucky evening
Cartouche’s ' comrade was arrested and
transmisted to Marseilles. This misad-
venture led our hero to turn his talents
in another direction, and he took to dice
and cards. Haunting the better hells,
he used the skill acquired among the
gypsies to such purpose that suspicions
were awakened, and M. Cartouche was
kicked into the- street and debarred for-
mer from that branch of industry. Tra-
dition affirms that his next debut was in
the character of a police spy. This,
however, is apocryphal, and probably
arose from the fact that when he ap-
peared, as he soon did, as the organizer
of a band of thieves, he exhibited ideas
of discipline and subordination that,
with his known character, must have
been acquired from without.
Become at lust an Ishmaclite, his hand
against every one, and every one’s hand
against Inn;, it became Ids constant care
to impart to the skilled and desperate
band wl i 'h rallied around him an organ-
ization iird discipline approximating as
closely ns possible to the military ; he
appointed lieutenants, sergeants, sent-
ries, rallying and piss words, and spared
no detail to insure the perfection of the
instrument under his control. This
completed, the campaign opened with
night skirmishing. Thus some three or
four of tbe band would pounce upon an
unwary citizen, whom a blow on the
head from a loaded bludgeon reduced to
temporary silence. When the victim re-
gained sufficient consciousness to give
an alarm, the troop was at a safe distance,
arranging the next affair. Paris was
regularly apportioned into districts, one
( of which was alloted each night to some
It particular detachment of the band.
Become aware of the existence of an
organized system of crime, the city, in
alann, appealed to its natural protector.
At D Argenson, head of the police, but
found little consolation. Police there
were in abundance, but no controlling
powe?, order, or system. Each worked
for himself. They plundered the robber
and the robbed alike. Selected with-
out reference to their antecedents, many
had served in the galleys, and many
more bore the convict’s braud on their
shoulders. Miserably paid, they were
peri>etunlly opposed to the temptation
of a bribe, ana it was not long before
the sheep-dog became almost as danger-
ous to the (look as the wolf himself.
^t was in 1720 that the terror inspired
t,by Cartouche’s band reached its climax.
They held virtual possession of the cap-
ita^ especially by night. Their depre-
dations were conducted wilh the mili-
tary order and precision so much incul-
cated by their great leader. A party
would assemble before some rich man-
sion. Then some huge fellow-— very
frequently one Simon Once, a brawny
ex-porter— would offer his gigantic
shoulders as tbe base of a living pyra-
ly reached the lower winSS Tme
panes were adroitly removed, the apart-
ments entered, and •the most attractive
objects liegfin to glide down a chain of
ready hands till the pillage was com-
plete.
The gang hunted noble game. In
September, 17!2d. they invaded the resi-
dence of the Spanish ambassador, and
stripped the ehunber of the ambassa-
dress. seizing a magnificent pearl neck-
lace, a brooch with twenty-seven large
diamonds, a rich table service of gold,
and the lady’s entire wardrobo. In the
Palais Royal, then occupied by the re-
gent, they stole two of his silver flam-
iieaux. At the Louvre, Cartouche’s
' mother possessed himself of the sword
' ud mantle of the Prince de Soubise,
while the regent himself was robbed one
aight on leaving the opera. Here, how-
ever, the laugh was on the other side,
as, purposely to deceive the robbers, he
had caused his sword-hilt to be richly
chased — in steel
Now that the inconvenience of such a
state of things began to be felt in the
very highest society, Government set it-
self seriously to the task of reform. A
little incident helped to spur it on*. One
May morning in 1721 some laborers
came upon the body of a murdered man.
It proved to be that of an ol>scure poet
named Vergier, What could possess any
one to kill a poet, and so poor a one at
that, was a puzzle, till some one suggested
it was the regent’s work. Philippe d’Or-
loans was black enough, in all conscience,
tracked Cartouche to a notorious robber
haunt. Finding themselves likely to be
tol shots, and was then cut down by Car-
touche himself. A few days later the
robber chief, while taking' a quiet stroll
with Madeleine Beaulieu, a woman be-
longing to the .gang, perceived Pepin at
his heels. Turning suddenly on then
pursuer, Madeleine attacked Him with
large stones, while Cartouche ran him
through the body.
A regular organized attempt was next
made, under the direction ol an Aide-
major of the Gardes- Francies (Pekom),
who selected ninety of his best men and
sent them in various disguises, but well
armed, in quest of the single robber
chief. At this critical period of his for-
tunes occurred what was known aa the
affair of the Hotel Desmarets. Nicolas
Desmarete, nephew of the great Colbert,
died on the 6th of May at his hotel in
the Rue des Petits Augustins. This
wealthy residence Cartouche resolved
should be thoroughly pillaged. A chosen
band, commanded by their chief in per-
son, forced an entrance and were busily
at work in the rich saloons when one of
their lookouts announced the approach
of an absolute army of police. The
danger signal had hardly been given be-
fore the enemy appeared. A fierce fight
but rumor painted him in still deeper j commenced — from room to room, from
colors. In a series of rhymed philippics j stair to stair. The robbers fought
he had been branded with every con- ' stoutly, but their amunition failed, and
ceivable crime. What more natural, said
the public, than that he should employ
Girtouche’s band to wreck his vengeance
on the poet who had held him up to rid-
icule and shame. To be sure, Vergier
was not the one who had written the
verses in question, but the Cartouchians
could hardly be assumed to be familiar
with such gentry as starving poets, and
in their zeal to execute their master’s
orders had mistaken the man. Stories
such as this circulating through Paris
caused the regent to bestir himself, and
the authorities loudly demanded Car-
touche; but, of course, it was much easier
to ask for him than to get him.
Another murder now occurred to add
the public agitation. Cartouche and
his band were carousing at & cabaret,
when they got into an altercation with
some workmen at an adjoining table. A
row ensued ; swords and pistols were
freely used The police rushed in, and
ohe of them, Mondelofc, fell dead from a
shot fired, it was declared, by a female
Cartouchian named Manon-le-Roy. It
is at least certain that this distinguished
lady always carried arms, and equally so
that when, some time afterward, she was
arrested, she intrenched herself behind
her bed and for half an hour kept the
whole posse of police at bay. The mur-
derers of Vergier and Mondelot brought
the name of Cartouche prominently be-
fore the public. Henceforward every
audacious crime was laid to his charge.
Desperate attempts were made to cap-
they were overborne by numbers. Sauve
qui peut became the order of the day.
Cartouche escaped by a chimney, gained
the roof, and descended at some distance
in the garret of a good-natured me-
chanic, to whom he represented himself
as a man pursued by his merciless cred-
itors. His host sympathized with him,
provided him with a disguise, and once
more he broke through the toils.
The regent now doubled the reward
and offered a free pardon to any one,
no matter how gtlilty, who should betray
his chief. Distrust now spread through
the band, and two murders of suspected
traitors quickly followed. But the hour
of retribution was at hand. One Du-
chatalet— next to Cartouche the most fe-
rocious of human tigers— acknowledged
to himself that the game was nearly up.
Plunged, as ho was, in the deepest and
deadliest crime, he saw but one chance
of safety, and that was to denounce his
chief. He made a bargain with Pekom,
the Aide-major of the Gvdes-Fracaises,
procured a promise of pardon from the
regent, and then conducted a picked
body of men to the robber’s hdr. Car-
touche was taken so completely by sur-
prise that he was secured almost without
a struggle, although he had six loaded
pistols ready to his hand. He was con-
ducted to the Chatelet, and the process
advanced quickly. Duchatelet, certain
of reprieve, confessed to certain burg-
laries and murders, in which Cartouche
had taken part. Notwithstanding this,
ture the formidable thief, but this dex- j the latter stoutly protested his inno-
terity and skillfulneas in changing his
costume stood him good friends. The
loose, half fitting cloak, blue on one side,
red on the other, and capable of being
reversed in a moment of time, owns him
for godfather. The police would be in
hot pursuit of a man in red who fled like
a deer around a corner. When the pur-
suers followed on his track he had disap-
peared, but they encountered a sedate in-
dividual in blue strolling quietly toward
them, who had seen the aforesaid man
in red dart into a neighboring house or
disappear down some other street.
On one occasion the police, hearing a
row in the house of a pretty lemonade-
seller known as Margot the Nun, made a
descent. They found a little man, lialf
drunk, tearing around the room, tiring
pistols right and left, to the admiration
of a mixed company of both sexes. He
was arrested, and afrer a while represent-
ed himself to be an honest chocolate sel-
ler in the Rue Comedie-Francais, who
had unfortunately taken a drop too
much. He was allowed to go after de-
positing 100 livres and a gold snuff-box
as security for his reappearance. No
complaint was made against him, and in
a few days he called at police headquar-
ters and reclaimed his property. It was
Cartouche.
In December, 1720, he was captured
and confined in Fort 1’Eveque, but in
spite of the terror inspired by this re-
doubtable robber, so slight were the pre-
cautions taken for guarding him that he
three months later effected his eseape.
The authorities roused themselves to un-
usual efforts for his recapture, and here-
upon an odd incident occurred. As the
officer of the criminal court was uttering
the usual proclamation with sound of
trumpet and outcry, calling upon Car-
touche to appear within eight days and
answer to the charge of murder, and had
come to the WQrd$, “ In the King's name
we do commandT the person called * Car-
touche’ ” —
41 Present, Cartouche !” shouted a voice
in the center of the crowd, that turned
the wiiole body, archers, trumpeters, cit-
izens, and all into a frenzy of rage and
agitation. It was Cartouche himself,, but
he had vanished.
Two persons now entered into a sol-
emn league and covenant to pursue the
impalpable robber without rest or respite
till he should be f lam or taken; these
wore Huron and Pepin, bold and clever
cence, and denied his identity, calling
himself one Jean Bourguignon, a coun-
tryman.
Meanwhile he was well cared for, he
received crowds of distinguished visit-
ors, and fashionable ladies attended his
levees. The most distinguished of these
was the Marechale de Boufflers, widow
of the gallant general who lost the battle
of Malplaquet. One warm summer night
in July, 1721, just as the lady had re-
tired te bed, leaving her window a little
open for air, she drew the curtain aside,
and te her horror saw a man’s face close
to her own. She made a snatch for, the
bell cords, but the intruder seized her
hands, opened his blouse, displaying a
rich but faded costume, with a complete
armory of silver-mounted pistols and
knives, and introduced himself as Louis
Dominique Cartouche. He had narrowly
escaped the watchful eyes of the police,
then in hot pursuit of him, by climbing
the balcony ; no one, he said, would
dream of looking forhim there, and he
proposed to remain. He was hungry
aud tired, however, and wanted supper
and a bed. Quaking with fear, the Mare-
chale rang the bell, ordered her aston-
ished servants to bring a hearty supper
and a bottle of champagne, and when it
came locked her door and watched the
voracious robber as he disposed of all
that was set before him. His repast
ended, he apologized for incommoding
her, stretched himself out on the sofa
in he* dressing-room and went to sleep.
At 3 a. m. he rose, bade her good-day
and vanished. She sprang out of bed,
dosed the windows, and alarmed the
house. Search was made among the
valuables, but not an article was miss-
ing; even the costly silver used for the
supper had been spared by the eccentric
thiei. Some days later the Marechale re-
ceived a basket of excellent champagne
(stolen from a Parisian wine merchant)
with the compliments of M. Cartouche.
The robber chief had been placed in
one of those horrible subterranean dun
geons destroyed in 1780 by the humane
command of Louis XVI. He had a
companion in trouble who had formerly
worked as a stone mason; together they
suooeeded in making a breach in the
wall of their cell, thence following a,
ditch connected with the sewerage of the
prison they broke into the cellar of a
neighboring house. Here, however,
fortune ceased to befriend them; Car
offioera in the service of the police. The touche was rearrested while endeavoring
chase opened ill for our hero; Huron
tracked him so hotly as to exoliange pis-
tol-shots with him, by which Cartouche
was said to have been seriously wounded.
It is certain that, either to escape this
persevering foe or to recover from his
alleged hurts, he disappeared for three
entire months from criminal history, and
the police exultingly assured the public
that lie won driven from the capital.
They were soon made painfully aware of
his return.
A very large reward was now set on
his head, and Huron aud Pepin again
devoted themselves to their task. The
zeal of both these officers proved fatal to
to leave the house and placed in closer
custody than before.
His trial went forward with unexam-
pled rapidity, and on Nov. 26, 1721,
Cartoucn and four of his oomponions
were ordered to be broken on the wheel,
after having been previously submitted
to the question ordinary and extraordi-
nary, with the view of extorting con-
fession. The -proce* verbal relating to
Carteuoh reports the application of the
question in the loan of the brodeguins
or boots. These were wooden frames
fitted to the legs, into which wedges of
increasing size were forcibly driven un-
til the legs of the sufferer were reduced
first, second, and third wedge, answered
that he was innocent At the fourth
auewered that he knew not what they
were speaking qf. At the fifth that he
was innocent — was dying. At the sixth
that he had done all that was required
of him ; had done no wrong ; was dying.
At the seventh, was innocent— no ac-
complices, At the eight and last, was
innocent.
Although he thus refused to confess
under torture, he became communica-
tive enough when he reached the scaf-
fold, protesting, however, much to his
credit, that he had never robbed a
church, although often incited to do so
by Duchatelet. He absolved his own
family with especial earnestness from
any share in his misdoings. He re-
frained frofii denunciations, even of
those who had deserted or betrayed him,
excepting only Duchatelet, toward
whom he evinced intense scorn and
hatred. But in revenge ho was unspar-
ing in respect to the spies and receivers
of the gang, whom he denounced by the
score. He avowed himself the head and
chief of the numerous band, so long the
terror of the capital, an assertion amply
confirmed by the confusion and indis-
cipline, which on his decease became
suddenly perceptible to the ranks of
crime? To the last two questions ad-
dressed to him, whether any person of
condition belonged to his band, and
whether he had ever accepted bribes to
murder, he rephed emphatically in the
negative.
Cartouche’s was the first of a
long series of executions. For several
month the Place de Greve saw some un-
fortunate wretch hanged or broken. His
name and memory seemed to engender
robbers, and it was a long time before
the effects of that powerful impulse
which, by carefully organizing it, he
had given to crime had passed away.
them. The former had one evening , to a pulp. On the application of the
Centennial Railroad Fares.
It is time to say that the success of the
Centennial exhibition is gravely im-
periled.
First — There will be on the opening
day— the 10 th of next month— a serious
lack of American furniture at hand, and
some of the foreign departments will be
in partial chaos.
Second— The inefficient methods of
advertising adopted by the Centennial
Commission, with no positive assurance
against local extortions, have set people
at thinking .twice about spending their
money at the big show.
Third— The railroad companies have
made an extraordinary blunder in reduc-
ing their passenger rates to and from
Philadelphia only twenty- five per cent
Negro minstrel troupes and opera and
theatre companies can get better terms
any time ot the year.
The managers of the Exhibition liave
in some directions displayed unprece-
dented abilities and resources. The
buildings are excellent. Many arrange-
ments for public convenience, health and
comfort, which were wanting at London,
Paris and Vienna, are nearly completed
at Philadelphia. But it is a great
pity if Gov. Hawley, the President of
the Centennial Commission, and Mr.
Welsh, the President of the Centennial
Board of Finance, have been so much
engrossed by the details of their respect-
ive departments as to omit any endeavor
to check the apprehensions which exist
all over the country that “ it will cost
too much to go to the big show.” That
widespread apprehension to this effect
prevails, is a fact that there is no use in
concealing. It is testified to by our
country exchanges from all quarters of
the Union, and by railroad agents in
divers places. These are hard times.
Western and southern merchants would
like to unite with their business in New
York a visit to the Centennial exhibi-
tion with their famdies; but if prices are
too high, wives and children will stay at
home. The promoters of stock shows
and country fairs are everywhere holding
out unusual inducements to keep the
country people from spending their
money outside of their own neighbor-
hoods.
The railroad companies should an-
nounce half-rates immediately, and the
Centennial Commission should publish
an authoritative schedule of living prices
at and near Philadelphia. —New York
World.
Cost of a Trip to the Centennial.
A correspondent of the Chicago Times
has figured the matter out, and places
the cost of a round trip, via the Balti-
more and Ohio road, to the Centennial,
as follows ;
1. Excnnion ticket Chicago to Philadelpha .
and return ............. $32 00
2. Fonr meals going. $3 00 ; four meal* re-
turning, $3 00— total ..................... fl 00
3. Supper, lodging and breakfart in Philadel-
phia one day.. ............................ 2 fiO
4. Street car fare, two trip* .................. 14
5. Admlaaion to exposition .................. fiO
6. Noon lunch in Centennial ground* ........ 60
Total cost of trlpandone dayatexporttion. .$40 00
Sleeping-car, double berth, each way $5 00. . . 10 00
Total. . .................................... $50 00
Each additional day at exposition as per items
3, 4, 6 and 6 ................................ 3 64
From the above statement if will be
seen that a person can go to the Centen-
nial by this line, with first-class accom-
modations, and remain ten days at a cost
of $73.40— with sleeping-car, $83.40—
two persons, occupying the double berth,
$156.80. __ __
A Texas Fishing Excursion.
Judge Williams and Dr. Elliott went
fishing on Gaddo lake, Texas, and a sud-
den gale upset their boat 'They swam
to a willow tree and climbed into it
They were about two miles from shore,
and their boat was blown away. They
spent nearly three days in the tree, suf-
fering intensely from hunger, fatigue,
and sleeplessness. Occasionally they
fell asleep and dropped off into the water,
but the plunge quickly awakened them,
and they got back into their perches.
They were at last rescued by friends whe
came to look for their bodies.
HOE OUT YOUR ROW.
One day a farmer’s lazy boy
Was hoeing out the corn.
And moodily had listened long *
To hear the dinner horn.
The welcome blast was heard at hut,
Ana down he dropped his hoe ;
But the good man shouted in his ear,
“ My ^y. hoe out your row.”
Althengh a “ hard one" was the row,
To use * plowman’s phrase.
The Isd, ss sailors have It,
' Beginning weU to*4 haxe’’
“I can,” said he, and manfully,
h o seised again his hoe,
And the good man smiled to see ‘
The boy hoc oat his row.
The Isd the text remembered,
And proved the moral well,
That perseverance to the end
At last will nobly tell. \
Take courage, roan ! resolve you can,
And strike a vigorous blow ;
la life’s great field of varied toll,
Always “hoe out your row."
Pith and Point.
An intemperate printer is a typo
graphical errer.
Captukbd battle flags should bo of
subdued colors.
Books most influenced by hard times
are pocket-books.
There are more dinners spoiled by
the bad temper oPhusbands than by the
poor cooking of wives.
Aunt (in alarm)— “ Surely you’ve
eaten enough, haven’t you, Tommy ? ”
Tommy (in doubt)— “ F-f-feel me ! ”
Let the youth who stands at a bar with
a glass of liquor in his hand consider
which he had better throw away— the
liquor or himself.
Washington has now got to be a city
of considerable sighs ; which doubtless
accouits, says Spilkins, for making it
once more the Ah, me ! headquarters.
The Britons whisper confidentially to
each editor 44 Hif this Weston is such
a bloody himmense pedestrian, why
doesn’t ’e foot ’is hexpenses, you Lnow?”
A Massachusetts girl had an attack
of the lock-jaw from using chewing-gum.
After the physician had given her up,
somebody called her 44 red- headed,” and
that cured her. *
Publican— 44 Your dog’s very fat, sir.
Pray what do you feed him on ? ” Trav-
eler— 44 Well, he has no particular meals;
but whenever I take a glass of ale I give
him a biscuit, you know ! ”
Why the English should be continual-
ly singing “God save the Queen” is
more than a reasonable man can conjec-
ture. It is always advisable to save the
Jack ; but the queen only counts two
for game, and is always a good card to
throw away.
.Some people seem te bo extremely
sensitive. At one of the churches, Sun-
day, the minister read the prayer for a
person in deep affliction, and a man who
had just been married got up and went
out. He said he didn’t want public
sympathy obtruded on him in that way.
—Norwich Bulletin.
Scene on an English railway train :
No. 1— “Rather remarkable, ain’t it,
sir? But ’ave you never noticed as
mostly all the places on this line begins
with an ‘H?’” No. 2 — “Aw— ’beg
your pardon.” No. l—“ Look at ’em.
rAmpstead, ’Ighgate, 'Ackney, ’Omer-
ton, ’Endon, ’Arrow, ’Olloway, and ’Orn-
sey.” — Punch.
Providence is at war with hair dye,
and sooner or later punishes the man
who uses it. “Bill Smalley,” shrieked
a Kansas belle, suddenly jerking her
shoulder from under her lover’s head
and spilling him ignominiously on the
floor, “you can’t make a piller of me no
more — your hair smells like old iron
—Brooklyn Argus.
SNOW-FLAKES.
Whenever a snow-flake leaves the sky,
It turns and turns to say “Good-bye!
Good-bye, dear cloud, so cool aud gray ! "
Then lightly travels on its way.
And when a snow-flake finds a tree,
“ Good-day ! ’’ it says— “ Good-day to thee ! ’’
Thou art so hare and lonely, dear,
I’ll rest and call roy comrades here."
But when a snow-flake, brave and meek,
- Lights on a rosy maiden’s cheek,
It starts— “ How warm and soft the day !
’T is summer 1 ’’—and it melts away.
—St. Mcholan/or Slay.
During the drizzling rain yesterday a
Woodward avenue car jumped the track
and almost struck the curbstone. Ther
driver said he’d liave it back on the track
in about a minute, but the only lady on
the car at once stepped off into tho rain.
44 You'll get wet— you’d better stay in-
side,” called the driver. “Never mind
the rain, ” she pleasantly replied. 4 4 The
car is of! the track, and I don’t wish to
remain where my pteeenoe would act os
a check on any emphatic remarks which
those half-dozen gentlemen may desire
to make.”— Defroif Free Press.
A young blood of Ban Francisco,
much given to quizzing people, went
into a restaurant the other day, and with
a great flourish took a seat at one of $he
tables. A waiter approached. ’ 44 Wnat
have you got to eat?” asked the custom-
er. “Oh, got almost everything,”
“You have, eh?” “Yes, sir.” “Al-
most everything ; will you give me a
plate of that? ” ho said, looking earnest-
ly at tho waiter. The waiter returned
his gaze, and, catching the fellow’s idea
of quizzing him, he yelled to the cook
at the further end of the room : “ One
plate of hash I ”
Antidote for Rattlesnake Bite.
A writer in the St. Augustine (Fla.)
Press says that a postoffice agent travel-
ing in Texas, tolls of the successful use ,
of the gall of a rattlesnake as an anti-
dote for the bite of that reptile. In the
case spoken of relief was almost instan-
taneous to the patient, who was writhing
in paroxysms of great pain, rapidly
swelling and becoming purple. A
friend of the writer, who nad spent sev-
eral years in California and New Mexico,
saw the same remedy successfully used
among the in the latter country.
In one instance an Indian’s dog near the
camp was bitten in the nose by a large
rattlesnake. The Indians immediately
opened the reptile and administered the
mill Tlin />nro nrna mnifl (inrl nffoctlial.
Reformed Method of Studying History.
Barnes, the schoolmaster in a subur-
ban town, read in the Educational
Monthly that boys could be taught his-
tory better than in another way by let-
ting each bov in the class represent
some historical character, and relate the
acts of that character as if he had done
them himself. This struck Barnes as a
mighty good idea, and he resolved to
try it on. The school had then pro-
gressed so far in its study of the history
of Rome as the Punic wars, and Mr.
Barnes immediately divided the boys
into two parties, one Romans and the
other Carthagenians, and certain of the
boys were named after the leaders upon
both sides. All the boys thought it was
a big thing, and . Barnes noticed that
they were so anxious to get to the his-
tory lesson that they could hardly say
their other lessons properly.
When the time came, Barnes ranged
the Romans upon one side of the room
and the Carthagenians on the other. The
recitation was very spirited, each party
telling about its deeds with extraordi-
nary unction. After a while Barnes asked
a Roman to describe the battle of Cannro.
Whereupon the Romans heaved their
copies of “Wayland’s Moral Science”
at the enemy. Then the Carthagenians
made a battering-ram out of a bench and
jammed it among the Romans, who re-
taliated with a volley of books, slates
and chewed paper oalls. Barnes con-
cluded that the battle of Canute had been
sufficiently illustrated, and he tried to
stop it ; out the warriors considered it
too good a thing to let drop, andaccord-
onds; Stanton’s wheel was 58 inches in
diameter, and McClellan’s wheel was 56
inches.— iVcu; York Sun.
Rumor that Stanley Has Been Deserted
Liverpool correspondent of the
: Herald interviewed Lieut.
ingly the Carthagenians sailed over to
the Koijmans with another battering-ram
and thumped a couple of them in thestomach. >
Then the Romans turned in and the
fignt became general. A Carthagenian
would grasp % Roman by the hair and
hustle him around over the desks in a
manner that was simply frightful to be-
hold, and a Roman would give a fiendish
whoop and knock a Carthagenian over
the head with Greenleaf’s arithmetic.
Hannibal got the head of Scipio Afri-
canus under his arm, and Scipio, in his
efforts to break away, stumbled, and the
two generals fell and had a rough and
tumble fight under the blackboard.
Caius Gracchus tackled Hamilcar with a
ruler, and the latter, in his struggles to
get loose, fell against the stove and
knocked down about thirty feet of stove-
pipe. Thereupon the Romans made a
grand rally, and in five minutes they ran
the entire Carthagenian army out of the
schoolrooin, and Barnes along with it,
and then they locked the door and began
to hunt up the apples and lunch in the
desks of the enemy.
After consuming the supplies they
went to the windows and made disagree-
able remarks to the Carthagenians who
were standing in the yard, and dared
old Barnes to bring the foe once more
into battle array. Then Barnes went for
a policeman, and when he knocked at the
door it was opened, and all the Romans
were found busy studying their lessons.
When Barnes came in with the defeated
troops he went for Scipio Africanus, and
pulling him out of his seat by the ear,
he thrashed that great military genius
with a rattan until Scipio began to cry,
whereupon Barnes dropped him and be-
gan to paddle Caius Gracchus. Then





Cameron as to his explorations in Africa.
In the course of the conversation he
asked:
“ Did you hear anything of Stanley ? ”
“Yes, I heard of him several times.
Of course he was away to the northward
of my most northerly point Poor fel-
low, he has a desperate class of people
to deal with, and any one . less deter-
mined than he would have been swept
out of existence long ago. Several trad-
ers whom I saw at Nyangwe spoke of
him. They had heard of him at Mtosa’s.
He was describ6d as a short, heavy-set
man, in white clothes— in fact, I am ab-
solutely certain from many other facts
stated by them that they were speaking
of Stanley. The headmen and Portu-
uese traders of the Lualaba region are
eeply interested in Stanley’s trip, and
OcBtennial Guide Free.
Tho Pan Handle route from Chicago, Indian-
apolis or Cincinnati, via Columbus, is sending
to ail applicants their Centennial Ouide-Book,
showing routes tickets will be sold over, and
prices of same. Tickets will be sold via Wash-
ington City, and return via Niagara Falls, etc.
Write to either of the undersigned for this
Guide : W. L O’Bbiuj, G. P. A.. Columbus. 0.,
8. B. Jokes, G. South. Agt, Cincinnati, E. Gal-
lup, Gen. West’nAgt., Chicago.
Pimples on the face, rqugh skin,
chapped hands, saltrheum, and all cutaneous
affections cured, the skin made soft and
smooth, by the use of Juniper Tar Soap. That
mado by Caswell, Hazard k Co.. New York, Is
the only kind that can be relied on, as there










frequent inquiries were made for him in
If he is fortunate enough toJNyangwe. JI n
get through to that point from the Albert
lake region he will find very good
friends, who will furnish him provisions
and all necessary outfit. Dugumbe, the
headman of the settlers at Nyangwe,
would do anything in his power for lijm.
With his aid Stanley can get boats and
practically solve forever the great Congo
Lualaba question. I do hope nothin*
will happen to the intrepid fellow.
kheard many rumors about the desertion
of his men, and the desperate straits to
which he had been reduced; but such
reports are always in circulation, and
there was no means of either verifying
or disproving them. I can say only
this, that if his men have lost heart and
begun to desert the case is very serious.
It will not do any good to knock a- few
of them on the head. The rest will sim-
ply sit down and shake their heads, but
go further they will not I can tell you,
from the bitterest of experience, that it
is a dreadful position to find one’s self
in— alone in the wilderness, among hu-
man wild beasts, hundreds of miles be-
tween you and succor, and starvation
staring vou in the face. But I have
only looked at the worst side of the
picture. I have hope that Stanley will
oome out all right, and I am sure that in
the bottom of my heart I hope so.”
“What did you do with the men
whom you brought through with you
from Zanzibar to the west coast, Lieu-
tenant ? ” I asked.
“I sent them around the cape in a
schooner, and they are probably at home
by this time.”
DIES.— The itaucUrd remedies for all lwaeot of »he
lunjr* me Schf.nck’b Pulmonio Strop, Schknci’b
Ska Weed Tonic, and Schenck's Mandrake Pill*.
and, if taken before the lungs are dettrojed, a speedy
cure is effected.
To these three medicines Dr. J. H. Bchenck, of Phila-
delphia, owea his unrivalled iucce*« In the treatment of
pulmonary diseases.
Tho Pulmonic Syrnp ripens the morbid matter in the
luntrs ; nature throws it off by an easy expectoration, for
when the phlegm or matter is ripe a slight cough will
throw It off, the patient has reel and the lungs begin to
heal.
To enable the Pulmonio Syrup to do this, Schenck's
Mandrake Pills and Schenck's Sea Weed Tonic must be
freely used to cleanse the stomach and liver. Scbonck's
Mandrake Pillii act on tho liver, removing all obi.truc-
lions, relax the gall blad.l-ir, the bile starts freely, and
the liver Is soon relieved.
Schenck's Sea Weed Tonic la a gentle stimulant and
alterative ; file alkali of which It is composed mixes with
the food and prevents souring. It tvsslsta the digestion
by toning up iho stomach to a healthy condition, a. that
tho food ana the Pulmonic Syrup will- make good blood :
then the lungs heal, and the patient will sui%ly get well
if care Is Uken D> prevent Irosh cold.
All who wish to consult Dr. Schcnck, either personally
or by letter, c-in do so at bis principal office, corner of
Sixth ami A non Sts., Philadelphia, every Monday.





Fearfnl— the ainonnt of money
throw n away in not buying Shoes
protected by
SILVER TIPS.
] Parents, be wise! Insist thatyonr
shoe dealer should keep them.
I Also try Wire quilted Soles.
Three Points
FOR CONSIDERATION.
Daring the part five years the VEGETINK has bees
steadily working lUelf into public favor, and those who
were at first most Incredulous in regard te Its merit are
bow its most ardent friends and supporters.
There are three eeeential causes (or those having stwh
a horror of patent medldnea changing their opinion and
lending their inflnenoe toward the advancement of VKG>
KTINK. 1st It is an honestly-prepared medicine from
barks, roots and herbs. Sd. It honestly eeoonioUshes all 'HftVe TOO Weak Lilli fifS ?
that is claimed forit, without leaving any bad - {Tecta In " ^ —
the system. Sd. It presents honest voneners In UisUmo
nials from honest, well-known olttwns, whose signatures
tho flaming advertisemontv in the newspaper columns,
with no proof of merit or genuine vouchers of what li lias
done, we shonld be pardoned for manifesting s smsll de-
gree of pride in presenting the following teetimiatal from
Rev. J. 8. DICKERSON, D. D., the popular and ever
genial pastor of the South Baptist Chorcn, Boston:
THE TIRED BODY SUES FOR SLEEP.
Boston, March 16, 1871
H. R. Stevens, Esq. :
Dear .STr— It is as much from a senae of dntv as of grat-
itude that I writ* to say that your VKGKTINK-even If
It la a patent medlclne-bas been of great holp to me
when nothing eUeHeemed to avail which I could aafely
use. Either exoetalve mental work or unnsnal care brings
upon mo a norvoua exhaustion that desperately m-nda
Bleep, bat as desperately defies It Night after night the
poor, tired body auea for sleep until the day dawn la web
corned back, and we begin car work tired out with an
almost fruitless chase after rest Now I have found that
a little VKGKTINE taken jost before I retire gives me
sweet and Immediate sleep, and without any of the evil
effects of the nanal narcotics. I think two things would
tend to make brain- workers sleep. 1st A little less work.
VEGETINK This prescription hasSd. A little more
helped mo.
Now,1 have a particular horror of " patent medicine*,"avuvv. a Aiuvu » iveas isvusssa asisisvsvs ^/saiviiio iiiuuiv mow,
but 1 nave a greater horror of being afraid to tell the
straight-out truth. The VKGKTINE has helped me, and
I own it up. Yours, etc., J. 8. DICKERSON.
VALUABLE EVIDENCE.
be esteemed as reliable evidence :
No one should fall to observe that this testimonial is the
result of two years1 experience with the use of VEGB-
TINE In the Rev. Mr. Walker's family, who now pro-
nuances it Invaluable :
Providence, R. L, 104 Transit street
H. R. Stevens, Esq. :
I feel bound to express with rav signature the high
value I place upon your VEUKTINE. My family have
used It for the last two yean. In nervous debility It Is
invaluable, and I recommend It to all who may need an
invigorating, renovating tonic. 0. T. WALKER,
Formerly Pastor Bowdoln 8q. Church, Boston.
Standard Screw
BOOTS -AJNTD SHOES




A letter from Jefferson City, Mo.,
says : Gen. John McDonald, the ex-
suporvieor, and Wm. 0. Avery, tho ex-
chief clerk of the Treasury department,
sentenced at St. Louis a week ago, were
brought here this afternoon under two
Deputy United States Marshals. Mc-
Donald, at the head of the United States
troops, captured this place in 1861, and
held it for some time, occupying the
Governor’s mansion as his headquarters.
Upon his arrival here to-day he insisted
on walking to the Madison house, fol-
next morning Barnes announced that I lowed by 200 or 300 men and boys,
history in the future would be studied as
it always had been ; and he wrote a note
to the Educational Monthly to say that,
in his opinion, the man who* sug-
gested the new system ought to be led
out and shot. The boys do not now
take as much interest in Roman history
as they did on that day.— Philadelphia
Bulletin.
The Force of the Wind.
Tho force of the wind when traveling
at high velocities is capable of producing
the most extraordinary effects on ex-
posed •bjecte, such aa buildings, trees,
animals, and even bodies of water. . In
March, 1875, a series of destructive tor-
nadoes visited North and South Caro-
lina and Georgia, and Sergeant Calver,
of the signal service, was ordered to in-
vestigate their character and effects.
Among other remarkable instances of
wind force he reported that “ a rock
weighing eighteen thousand pounds, and
having thirty-five square feet of exposed
sorface, was moved seven feet.” “A
pine log, weighing twelve hundred
pounds, and with thirty-five feet of ex-
posed stirface, was carried a quarter of
a mile.” “A pineboard was driven
through a telegraph pole.” “ A bale of
cotton weqdmig five hundred pounds
was carried {^quarter of a mile.” The
sergeant-observer calculates the follow-
ing degrees of force for the relative
velocity of the wind: Pressure, 26.9
pounds per square foot of exposed sur-
face ; velocity, 73.8 miles per hour ; 80.5
pounds, 78.1 miles ; 77.7 pounds, 124.6
miles. He further estimates that some
of the results could pot have been pro-
duced by a wind traveling at a less
velocity than about seven hundred miles
an hour.
rather to Avery’s amusement, who would
have liked a conveyance. After dinner
McDonald led tho way to the peniten-
tiary, still on foot, and -arrived there
several rods in advance of the deputy
marshal. The prisoners were turned
over to Capt. Bradbury, relieved of
their baggage, and immediately conveyed
through the inner gate and into tho
penitentiary. As soon as tho party en-
tered Col. John A. Joyce, in his full
zebra suit, made his appearance at the
door of the negro ward, over which he
is the superintendent, and was greeted
with a laugh by Avery, to whom his ap-
pearance seemed very amusing. Mc-
Donald and Avery were taken into the
central tower of the hollow square and
there informed by Bradbury of the regu-
lations, which are very stringent. They
were relieved of their jewelry, watches,
knives and money. Joyce was brought
in by a guard and he and McDonald in-
dulged in a good deal of chaff at each
other’s expense. Both reiterated their
FOR $1.00, POSTPAID,
In order that eTerybodjr majr be enabled to lake this
treat Story and Family Newspaper, we have determined
to offer it till Jan., 1877, for tl-00, postpaid. It to the
LARGEST, HANDSOMEST, BEST,
and most #ldely circulated Newspaper in the Wert
Send money addressed
VEGETINE Is SOL** by ALL DRUGGISTS
• IQ * day at home. Aaenu wanted. Outfit and tenae
• I A free. Addreee TRUK k GO., A|«diaU, Mains.
Th* p>rtto» will do all th»TcU!ni.,-iV.r.n*««t/yg«HV«e.it,ifil.«• t l A.i. Y  Wuk
SAFE AND RELIABLE.
Have Yon a Cough or Cold ?
Have Yoii Pain in Your Breast?
Have Yon any Throat’Plaeafte?
Have You Consumption ?
PSBDE.L 0. C. WISHASTS
m TREE TAR CORDIAL.
Are Yon Weak and Debilitated ?
Do You Suffer from Indigestion?
Do You require a Tonic?
Have Yon No Appetite ? .
Do You need Building Up ?
Do Yon wirii to he Strong and Healthy?
U8BDS.L Q. C, WKHART’S
PINE TREE TAR CORDIAL
Sold by all Druggists,
Principal Depot,








F. WlapU A Cn, iinill#d ,C9 Dnaa. »C
N.Y. ‘Ontoflh* tat chancre for an'li
offered. ’-(Ti. IFttHflnitr-Orteu
rice are tire beat.'— A. Y.
^ The jrreaUntareat 0i tibsthriUlnt ̂ htrtctyof ̂ ^oonn




I We hare lost purchased 1,000
fint-claas Fiance and Orfana
for the SPRING TRADE, and
will sell them at th*
discount from factory
| ever offered. Terms of pey-
t largert
 pn®«, - ---- a
ment fiV to |100 essh, remain-
der aoarterly, or tUJo $50
I monthly. OaUlofnea, with full
explanation sent free.
REED’S TEMPLE OF MUSIC,
9a VAN BUREN STREET, CHICAGO,
[orout this out and Inclose it In your letter.]
THE LEDGER. Chicago, III.
t a $00* day at home. Samplea worth tl sent
$0 U) (rta. stinion k Co.. Portland. Ms.
ASTHMA.
$20 ADA-Y* U0W T0 M.AKE lr So^fthinfXEW. COE. YONQE ± CO., SI. Louu, Ml
FANCY MIXED CARDS, 10 tint*, with
name, 10 eta. Nassau CaKD Co., Nassau, N. Y.
f? FANCY CENTENNIAL CARDS, with name, 10c.
£ t) Addresa J. B. BUSTED. Nassau. Renas. Co.. N.Y.
Profitable. Pleasant work; hnudreda now em-
ployed . hundreds more wanted. M. N. Lovoll, Erie, Pa.
C*k>O0 A MONTH, Agents wanted. Exeel. Mfu..‘i i •!. R niswuimiu. r.xi'ei. .
Co . 151 Michigan Arenne, Chicago. 111.
CJ'iO - C OC |*cr,lay Send for ChromoCstolopu*.
kp IU ̂  il. Brn-oKii’s So.se. Boston, .Vase
TXT ANTED AGENTS. Samplu and Oul/U/r*
VI MUr Ikon Gold. JL COULTER A GO.. Chlosgo
O A Extra Fine MIXED CARDS, with name.
10 cents, postpaid. L. JONES A Co., Nassau, N.Y.
T?RKE GIFT of a Plano for dtotributlng oar circulars,
X Address U. S. Piano Co., 810 Broadway, New York.
entire innocence of the charges on which
they had been convicted. Joyce, refer-
{ FOKTIINTC 1-'0R w-000 agents to solijy r Dll i u .x Ti tjl(, RvnRKA Bur.aLAR-PROor.
Samples by mail, 60c. Taylor Mfg. Co., Now Britain, Ct.
g Outfits
SPREE
IKITPRINTS of the AGES, Our Government and History. Goodsprkd’S
Book, Bible and Map House, Chicago.
A Miniature OH Painflnf on Canvas which will
be tour own Likeness, free, with The Home
Weekly, aent 3 months on trial for J65 eta. Money
to Agenta. L. T. LUTHER. Mill Village, Erie Co., Pa
VnilD KIAIIC ne&tly printed on 40 fine Bristol Canto
lUUIl I1HIViIii(7 tlcta) for lOcand 8c etamp. On 60
Assorted Card*, 90c. Twenty Acquaintance Cardi, 10c.
Agenta’ outfit CUKXON Btoa. k Co.. CUntonrille, Ct
$250
A MONTH— Arams wanted everywhere.
Baalnaea honorable and first elaas. Par.
ticulara sent free. Address WORTH A
CO.. St Lonto. Mo.
ring to the State’s witnesses, inquired
after the forty thieves outside, and Mc-
Donald told him be hod left them there
to save the country. Bradbury had in-
tended to put on the convict garb at
once, but after taking a mental measure
of both McDonald and Avery, who were
small men, said he would famish them
with suite in the morning.
Fifty Miles on a Bicycle. _
The great fifty mile international
champion bicycle contest between D.
Stanton, champion of England, and
Wm. 0/ MoGlefiaii, Champion of Amer-
ica, for f700, was decided in the Amer-
ican Institute last evening. Stanton won
the race in fine style. McClellan was in
training ten days. Tip to the sixteenth
mile Stanton crossed the score two miles
and a quarter on the lead ; but then
McClellan quit his bicycle and rushed'
after Messenger, accusing him of tam-
pering with his -machine. Messenger
denied it After Stanton had ridden
twenty-five miles McClellan got on his
bicycle and rode twenty milee and two
laps, and then fell headforemost on the
floor exhausted. He went off the track
and gave up the race Stanton made his
fifty miles in three hours and four min-
utes ; McClellan’s twenty-one miles was
made in 1 hour, 38 minutes and 22 sec-
Atout request Oragin & Co., of Phila-
delphia, Pa., have promised to send any
p to try.
The Saece Mful P hyalcien .
[From the St. Louis Globe.)
There is probably no man to whom the com-
munity owe so much as to the honest, far-
spoken physician, who does his actual duty both
to himaelf and to hia patieute. Redly ukillfui
physicians are not so numerous that their vir-
tues need no mention, and hence the adver-
tiuement of Dr. R. V. Pierce- of Buffalo, may
well claim the reader’s attention. Dr. Pierce is
a type of a class of men who obtan success by
careful tnd well-directed effort, not attempting
too much, or creating false ideas as to ability.
The enly reliable physician in these days of
complicated disorders and high-preseure liting .
is the “ Specialists ” the man who understands
hia one branch of the Wsi&efes. Such in W '
line is Dr. Pierce. For the benefit of bis read-
ers be has written a “Common Sense Medical
Adviser," which is well worth reeding by those
who need such a work. With strict business
honor, high professional skill, reasonable fees,
and a largo oorps of competent assistants, Dr]
ewul doubtless make hisPierce' .
as "household words.’
name familiar
Vegetine is composed of .root®, barks
and herbs. It is very pleasant to take ; every
child likee ft.
$77
PER WEEK GUARANTEED te Agents.
Male and Femnlo, in Uietr own looalitv.
Tonne and OUTFIT FREE. Addreee





ton. 167 Washington St-. Chleago, 10.
abeolutett and
• ; no puUotU.
i  Dr. OaiL
M Fine Engravings and 925 Pages,
fiend for otronlare and extra tsnns to Agents. Address





ubscrlbers are manufacture re sod propris.
Asthma Be-ore of Dr. R. W. Read's Celebrated
hich Is undoubtedly the best asthma remedy
yet discovered. Inataut relief la guaranteed or pur-
chase price refunded. We put up the medicine la
boxeaof three sites, which retail for 25c., 60c. and fl.
Personu remitting retail price will have the medicine
promptly forwarded by mail, postpaid. Also earn*
S
Can do so in the CHEAPEST and BEST manner





"How to buy him. How
to sell him. How to train J
him. How to tell at...
ter. A NEW BOOKo!
great Interest to Ho .
men. Bent by mail to
50 cents. Addreee
J. P. VINCENT, _
Box SS.Ohiciqo, III. j
IF O XT T Z ' S
HORSE AMD CATTLE POWDERS,
lea vent free to any who may desire. Prices per
oz., f 1.75, $3.60 and $7.00; gross price, $18, $38, $72.
Wholesale agenta : John F. Henry, Curran Jl Co., N.
Y.; John D. Park k 8ona, Cincinnati, Ohio; Richard-
eon k (3o„ fit. Louis, Mo.; Lord, Smith k Co., Chi-
cago, III.; Q. O. Goodwin k Co., Boston, Mae*.;
French, Richards k Co., Philadelphia, Pa. Address
ETHRIDGE, TULLKR k CO.. Borne, F. It.
The Enemy of Disease, the Foe oi
Fain to Muu and Beast, ,




NOT 1IEAI.. \ i> J,A?li:HiKN8 FT WILL
WOTI’UHE.WO tCilK. K<> VAIN. Til AJ
AFFLICTS Xlili. riCMAN IVOj>V. OfTHE O.* A II OR ME Oil OTHKl
fHtMFsncAj n^yi..;jn^ATi)OE‘j noji
YIELD TO 1 ---------- - ----- -------
coat In:; ‘25c.. 4Ur . or :i»i .OO, hwsoften sawed
thellfe ofu Iiuuiuii Oi-lntg.and restored to
life anduscful Arna m&ny a valuable borne.
ill cur** or prevent Elneosc.
inNTQTTIXl'E* JF'OFL
W. DROWN & GO'S
UMBRELLAS.
PHILADELPHIA and NEW YORK. -The
qualiticB marked with their name are confidently recom-
mended.
Selected French Burr Mill Stores
Of all eixi**, and eiipot'n r
workmaiialiip. PortnLI
840
Chromoe, etc. Valuable Samplea free with Clreulare.
R. L. FLETCHER. Ill Chamber* Street, New York.
REVOLVERS! I $3.00
Fra Wirer. run. H* Uif m<1«i uod. DliufrMrt




Card*, fbr 26 Cento. Each card eontoini
 trene which is not Tidbit until held towards th* Ugh'
Nothlnt-llkethrmf Ter be fbr* offered In America. Blgindu;*-





Guaranteed to do double the work
of common ecreper*. Township*
can take them on trial Price (LA
Send for Manual of Road-Making
and Ditoblng Jree. Addreea Chicago
Scraper and Ditcher Oa, Chicago.
iffertion of any |wrm.n they cl.ooM, InSUstl* Hu* »rt all c»u
poieesH, free, l«y null. r. cents; torether with a txetr's Until,
ggyptlsB Oracle. Dreams. Hints to Lsdlrs, kc. l.ooo.ouo sold. A
queer book. AdUress T. WILLIAM?* 00., rub's, mUdel|.hla
ARDS.— 30 white or tin tad Bristol, toOoU.:M
Snowflake, Marble, R«p, or Damask^ 35 eta. : 50
your name
to 8. M. PnrniMu,
A BOOK for the MILLION.
oi ifpensary No. UN. 8th it, Bt. Louis, Mo
Grinding Mills, upper m'
ruunore, for Farmunder __ _____ ̂
or Merchant work.
Genuine Dnlch An-
ker Bolting noth, 1I1!I
Plekm Corn Shellem mnl
Cleaner*, Gearing, Shaft I inr.
Pullies, Hangurs. etc.; nil
kinds of Mill Machinery mnl











and cheapness. They have all the appearance of, ana
cannot be told from, a Solid BUrer Watch costing four
times the price we soli thorn for. These Watches can
readily be sold for double the price we ask for them, and
are tho best Watch nude for trading purpose*; Urns
making tho most desirable Watch ever offered to ths
nubile. W« are the only company supplying a STAN
DAKD Watch at flit . Kent O. O. D. on receipt of #1 to
guarantee expreM charges, which will t>* deducted from
price. Addreee all ordors. CHICAGO WATCH AND
CLOCK OO., 89 Randolph SL, Chicago. DL
DOVER ESG BEATER.
Family Slat
O.H. U. Fa. 17
fxuji j liTju mfii id" Dartiseurtnaourgooda. ind eeteSsrswRhall
r In me.
O a* any o' her.
fs, etc. It of
clt Reeflog.
SOMETHING GOOD I SOMETHINGNEW
A1X THE TIME. | FOR EACH WEEK.FJC
DETROIT FREE PRESS OO.t DETROIT, MICH.
_ a L _ _ . _ ______ ___ , .
HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
-- --
Saturday, April 29, 1876.
Mubrt loves company. There U eome-
thlng in Imraan nature which befell joy in
the heart of , the man with a bunion when
he hears that his neighbor has got# boil.
Much in tberSame way the pain ^ exper-
ience over the dishonesty < and cofrupthm
existing in this country ji mitigated by the
news that England is exhibiting symptoms
of oven a more aggravating character.
8ir Charles Dilkehas been Irtoking'around
in the boroughs and municipalities of that
country, and he tells open-mouthed John
Bull what lie has found. The corporation
of Fordwich, for instance, comprises six
persons, all non residents. They elect them*
selves and sell a seventh scat for a consid-
eration. They levy taxes, control landed
property, but keep no acniunts and arc
responsible to nobody. Another corpora-
tion, that of Pcviusey, owns lands, levies
taxes, dines at the public expense, but
keeps no hooks. The enr|>orutioii of Sea-
ford leases a valuable property to one of
their number for a mere nominal sum
and divides the money among tln mselvrs.
Curie Castle is n model of simplicity in
the way of thievery. The *• *r|»'*raiion
coinhtsof one person, who elects htlWlf
an I manages affairs to his own glory. VVe
are told that there was once an applica
tihu to the Court of Q.ieen's Bench to call
up m this nlHcial to prove his title, “out
tin’ jndire held that, as he actually existed,
there wa> a presumption in favor of his
right to exist.” At Yarmouth, VVarelnm,
Plimpton, Earle, in Devonshire and other
places, similar Iniquities exist. And so
long luivc the people contriimicd to the pri-
vate pur-i.es of, these baniaclw ih-it ihp
custom has come to he recognized io> Ifegalp
ami nothing but a social earthquake can
ehakuihem loose. In some towus they
levy tolls upon shipping, let land be-
longing to the city to themselves under a
perpetual lease and at a there nominal ren-
t d,* and whenever an cxnmthatinn has been
iostituicd'eiihcr no books have bben kepi
or lliey have been, destroyed. In short,
there is a hold system of thievery carried
on in England that discounts anything we
b vo yet unearthea In this couhiry, ami
P irliament is called upon to sift the mat-
ter |o the bottom.— 7/ifcr Octan.
Concbunino - a man in his day of no
•1 ght prominence in this Sutc and the
West, the New York World publishes this
•hoc'.;ing statement:
<; , “Wasbinoton, April 17.
"The testimony ItCforethe Oumnittee on
Expenditures in the Interior Department,
tc-day, di-Kdused a condition of affairs at
the Government Lunatic Asylum in this
District more horrible than cun easily be
Iteliuved. The principal witness whs Geo.
M. Daw, at one time a soldier in the reg
ular army, and afterwards an assistant at
the asylum. His testimony to-day fairly
curdled the blood of tlioae who heard ii,
it was a tale of such brutal treatment and
neglect. The most atrocious case cited
was that of a certain Gen. Loomis, wbo
bad been an officer in the regular army.
W’hen brought to the asylum he was old
and perfectly helpless; yet, old and help-
less us he was, he was left to wallow in
his own filth on the floor, until, when the
witness saw him, as he said, the bones Of
the poor man's shoulder-blades, knees and
elbows had actually worn through the
flesh aud he was literally devoured with
vermin. This patient finally died there.
The witness also understood that Gen.
Howard came once to see Gen. Loomis,
but was told that lie was asleep.
WAKtKD, at this office, about four bush-
els of poems ou ,•^ip^ing.,, Our office boy,
who sells the waste paper, wants to raise
money to go to the Centennial opening.
iUtc Piwttermrnt?.
691 (Broadway, JTew York
Opp. Metropolltaa Hotel. } . , ,
Manufacturm, ImporUrt and Dealer* in
ST. PAUL
THB CHICAGO If NORTH- WESTERN R. R. i
with ite nameroas branches end connections, forms
the shortest end quickest route between Chicago
and all points In Illinois, Wisconsin, Northern
Michigan, Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska, California
and the Western Territories, Its
Omaha and Cauvobnia Lnre
fs the shortest and beat route for all points in
Northwesterr Illinois, Iowa, Dakota, Nebraska,
W yoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California,
Oregon, China, Japan and Australia. Its
CnicAoo, Madison and 8t. Paul Lini
Is the short line for Northern Wisconsin and Min-
nesota, and' for Madison. 8t Paul, Minneapolis,
Doluth and all points in the enjat Northwest. Its
Winona and 8t. Pktkr Line
Is the only route for Winona, Rochester. Owatoc-
ns, Mankato, 8t. Peter, New Ulra, aud all points
on Sioux rity A St. Paul Railroad in Southem
and Central Mlunesota. Its
Green Bat and Mabqvettb Line
Is (he only line for Janesville, Watertown, Fond
Du Lac, Oshkosh. Appleton, Green Bay, E scan aba.
Ncgauuee; Marquette, llonghton, Hancock and
the Lake Superioi Country. I s
Pkkkport and Dubuque Line
Is the only route mr Klgiu, Rockford, Freeport,
and all point- via Freeport. Its *
hicaoo and Milwaukee Line
Is the old Lake Shore Ronto. and is the only one
Discing thronuh Fvan-tou, Lake Forest, Highland
Park, WattkeKHn. Racine. Kenosha to Milwaukee.
PUM.MA* P.' LACE C'Attrt
a e run on all through trains of this roid.
This is the only line running these car- between
Chkiigo ntid St. p ul, Chicago and Milwaukee, or
Chicago nnd Winona.
At Onuht our Sleepers c mnect wPh the Over-
Innd Sleepers on the L’nlo i Pacific Hui.roud for all
points West of the Mis- uri River.
On the arrival ol I h- trains fm.n the Hast or
South, the tmins of the Chicago & No-ih- Western
Kail, ay LKa V , CHICAGO as follows:
B'ur tfr/ncU Bluff*. Omaha un i (lulitoi ma. Two
Through Train- ifiilv. with Pullman Palace Draw
lut' Room and bleeping Cara through to Co>iiicilBlnffk. •
Fur Sf. Paul ami ffluneatnli*, Tw • Through
Train* d'llv, with Pullman Palace v urs atiached
on both tratri-.
For Often Bay and Lake. Suprtior, Two Trains
daily, with Pullman Pu’ace Cars attached, nnd run-
nin^ thr oigh to Marquetic.
For UPwaukee. FdnrThnutih Trains tally. Pnll-
•i an Cars on night trains, Parlor Chair Carson day
trains
For Sparta and Winona and points on Sioux
Cl y nnd St. Pnnl Railroad and for points in Min
ncsota. One Through Train dally, with Pullman
Sleepcisto Winona.
For Ihtintaue, via Freeport, Two Through Trains
daily, wliir Pullman Car- o , night trains.
Ahr Dubofur. and Iai Oro<*\ via Clinton. Two
Through Trains dad. , with Pullman Carso. i night
train to McGregor. Iowa
Firr Sioux City and Yankton and points on Sioux
City &. -t. Paul Railroad, Two Trains daily. Pull-
man Cars iu Missouri Yu. ley Junction.
For Lake Genera. Four Trains daily.
For Rock'ord. Sterling, Kenoeha, Janetrille, and
other points, you cun have from two to tun trains
dally.
(Now York Office, No. D5 Broadway; Boston Of-
fice. No 5 Mate Mreet: Omaha Office, &*) rarnham
Nieet; Su i Francisco Ofllce, DiL Montgomery
Street; Chtcago licket Offices: til Clark Street,
un :er shennnn House; corner Canal and Madison
streets: Kinzle -tree! Depot, corner, W. Ktiaueand
C.mal Streets; W.-lls S' reel Depot; comer Wells
and Klnzie Streets. w
For rite* or information no? aitnlnahla from
your home ticket agents, apply to »
W.ll STENNinT MAflVIN HUGH ITT.
Geu.Pase.Ag’t. Chicago. Gen. --np't, Chicago.
Sale of Unclaimed Freight
and Baggage.
Notice is hereby given that a quantity of unclaim-
ed Freight and Baggage which has been In
poxsession of the Chicago ami Michigan Lake
Shore Railroad Company for the period of more
than one year, wll be sold at public auction, at
their freight hnuso< In the City of Muskegon,
Mich., ou the third day f May, Id7tk ar the our
of n no o'clock In fhe forenoon, to satisfy the
charges for tra.isporta ion and storage, as well
as the ex pen ms of advertising.
The following Is a general description of such
f reiv'd and baggage:
A Rollins 1 pkg frames. J Castleman 1 chest, D
0 Dlx J well curb, G Stop 1 bag sacks, .Mrs N
Cilfton 1 bx mdse. M Christ go kgs. B Melshelmcr
SO kegs, RG Beckwith I iron pump 1 piece pipe,
J 0 Beers 4 ha e«iand ft hdls tree*. B >Iiller 1 O S
cultivator, J Strong 1 wagon gear I -eU whiffle trees
1 neck yoke, Dunning 1 cutter and contents. M.
Pettingill 1 head stone 1 foot stone. J B Wench
‘l pks machinery I castings. J 0 Hallidsv 1 case.
Adam Ends 1 cultivator 1 seat i wheels 1 frame
shovels. Thus. Gibne-.. 1 cultivator 1 scat 2 who Is
1 frame shovels, P Keuivcr 1 cultivator 1 seat i
wheels 1 frame shovels, Fisher A Co 1 cast wheel.
M Rogers 1 seider 1 castings, II. Kangsbcrgh, t
empty barrel 1 cm ty half barrel 1 coil rope 1
empty beer keg. Johnson A Chappel 1 bx hard-
ware. D CDveian t. 2 bx mdse I iron pump, •• Bali
2tMl h- d ends 2 bdl bed ral's 1 cm k stove and
o>en 1 bdl pipe fiebaira 1 rocker, C 8heweR2kegs
and I ha f barrel liquor, Goo Hicks J plow points,
B M Barnes i pcs marble 1 pee sand stone, G
Chapman 1 box. J C Parkhurst 1 churn 1 crank.
P Masson 1 bdl rags, J G Kennedy I stove 1 bdl
1 oven 1 pee pipe, D A Robertson 7 bdl bed side*
i stoves 1 cupboard 1 box 1 b trenu I table 1 wu-di-
stand 1 pen zink. 1 kettles 6 crocks 14 chairs 1 lug
1 sett drawers, P Meter 1 grain cradle., J V Nel-
ao'. 1 bx seed. t. Beardsley i bx handles. B. BomIi-
wick 1. resaw I table 1 shaft 3 pulleys 1 shaft 3
pulleys 1 shaft 3 pulleys. J B Pi- ft 1 bdl sacks. J
0 8'ephens, 1 b X K Jars 2 chairs, II ’W Rathhnn 1
••x mdse, M J Barker t stove I oven 3 joints pipe
1 kettle 1 mop l g Iddle. Nichols A Co. 4 bdls l
sash. J W Dickinson 1 hi mnrhet 1 socket, O
8hu?elt 1 bx marb'e 1 socket, Allrmilih 3 b«t|s
sign boards. J O Dell 1 bdl bags. Bennett A Col
bol'er 3 pulleys 1 eh ell shaft 1 hi! lance wheel
lot of pipe lot of shifting I engine 1 planer 1 lot
of manluery, H A Spink 3 gates, R W Hara'ln 1 bx
almanacks, B Passes 1 hx sun 'rtes, Jns. Gibson
1 stave pointer, D L Weaver I. case castings, H 8
Smith, It) bdls forks, C. Mnrbsfreet 2 photograph
b xes. Theo. Rash 1 pile driving hammer. Wilder
A Co 20 bdls hsi dies, BH Packing* Co. 1 bx
paper, GW Rowe least mdse, Kittle Nickerson
1 Childs crib, 8 J Hkoels 1 kettle, A Daloymple 3
bx trees, C O Cook 1 empty keg, J W Claw 3 bdls
Chairs table-stand, J .In rive 1 barrel, K K Teflon* 10
bdls I rods 1 bdl Brares 1 bdl fixtures.
“Wo marto," 1 small black trunk. 1 large black
trunk, 1 black valise.
GKO. C. KIMBALL, Gen. Manager.
C- A M. L. b. R. R.




Mnai, SnphoKmti ui Siitdli Tim,'
Photographic Materials.
We ar« the UeadqBarten tor every thing in the
wqy of
Ster eopticons and Mag-
ic Lanterns,
BeUg Manufacturers of the
Micro- Seienttjk Lantern, , >•
Hleroo-hMopUcon, v •
1 Ait* rttier' t Sttreoptioon,
ACHOOL L«™KJ.g LANTERN,
Bach atylabalag the beat of tlacIaaslB the market
<^r*c®0*4
A*y Xitirpriilaf sab m aaks mbij with a Mifte
OF*Cut oat ibta adverU^emem for refer-
Sheriff's Sale.
By virtue of a Writ of Rxecution, Issnrd out of
and under the seal of the Circuit Contt forthc
County of Branch and tested on the 18th day of
February A. D. 1876 Against the Goods and Chat-
ties, and for want thereof, tl.cn agalrst the Lands
and Tenements of Eton G. Parsons end to me dir-
ected end delivered, I have levied on all the right,
title, and Inte-est of the aforesaid Eton 0. Parsons
of In and to the following described lots, pieces or
paiccls of land.lying and being situated In the coun-
ty of Ottawa, State of Michigan, to-wtt: south-east
quarter of north-west quarter of section numbered
twenty-one [811 Town Ive 51 north of range fifteen
ft 5] west containing forty [4ej acres more or less,
also the sontb-west quarter of the south -west quar-
ter of section numoered twenty-eight (28) town
five [5] north of range fourteen 1141 wait contain
tag forty (40) acres more or lesa; also the north-
west quarter of the north east qearter of section
fifteen (15) town eight (8) north of Range fifteen ( 1 5)
west containing ten (10) acres more or leas and sbalt
offer the same for sale, or such portion of said prop-
erty as may be necessary to satisfy said axbcntion.
with costa andeollectlon fees, at public vendue, to
the highest bidder therefor, at one n'elook, In the
afternoon ef the 17th day of March A/D. 1878 at
the flront door of tba Court Honae In the, City of
Grand Haven. OtUwt County, Michigan. ' _
Dated: GrnndHavbn, Febrtaryl, A. D. 1878.*
AHIE WOLTMAN, Sheriff of Ottawa County, Mich
A RIB WOLTViH. Ottawa Co. MM.
#inatA?Orand Haven, April 8, 1878. .
AUK WOLTMAN, Sheriff Ottawa Co. MM.
If you wish to see a well assorted stock
of Goods for the Fall and Winter trade, go
and call at the store of
DUURSEMA & KOFFERS,•' DEAIaERS in








Flour & Feed, •
Provisions etc.
river street. HOEEATSTD, MICH.
We invite the Public to come and examine our stock and
judge for themselves. Our line of clothing is very large and
complete and we have no doubt but we can satisfy all who
wish to purchase.
W^HSTTEID.
Everything in the line of Produce will be receive and at
the highest market prices.
Holland, Mich , Novembers, 1875.
Extensive Trade, CITY HOTEL,
At the Slorc of
WEBKMAN & SONS,
River Street, llollni.d, Mich.
We have on hand a large Block of






We hav'e the agency for one of th«* largent manu-
facturiod iu the country aud scdl cigars at *
Wholesale and Retail.
ta. Flit «l Fed. Fit.
Arc dealt In very exter.'ively bv to*, ami all orders
are promptly filled nnd delivered.
Country Produce!
Our aim Is to pay the Highest Maiket Price for
all kinds of Country Produce. i.nd we make ihis n
specialty. We u ver refuse to bin anything in this
Hi c. Our connections are tuch that we can al-
ways pay the highat price*.
Holland, Oct. 28, 1875.
Do Feyter Bro s,
DEALERS IN
Wood, Lumber, Bark, Ties,
Timber, and all kinds •
of Wood Produce.
We have put up in our woods, (on the Lake Shore
Road, two mllea West of the white school house on
the Grand Haven road) a fint-clasa portable aaw-mlll
which is uow in good running order, and can nerve
the public at any time with all kinds of building
material and fencing at low prices, and deliver the
name wherever wanted.
We can lengthen out so as to saw 40 feet, and
will make long lumber and timber a specialty.
Our facilities for getting out deck planks and
anv kind of ship timber are nneqnaled.
All bills will he filled promptly and with des-
patch, and a fairdeallng can he relied upon. Cus-
tom sawing done at bottom figures.
All kinds of Farm Products, taken In pay for
Inmberand sawing. Also Wood. Bark and Rail-
road Tibs, when delivered at onr Pier on lutke
Michigan, or on any of the docks along Black
Lake.
Holland, Mich., March 12. 187b. 4-tf
B. F. HIGGINS,
PHOTOGRAPHER,
Eighth St. Holland, Mich.
All work hurnl-hed and finished In the latest style.
Old and Faded Pictures Copied, Enlarged and
worked up In India Ink, Oil or Water Colors.
HOLE AI'TID, EUCII.
The Proprietor announces to the Pubic that no
nalus will be spared by him ,o make this House
FIRST-CLASS in every respect.
The Rooms are spacious and
well furnished with new and
elegant furniture.
Office on First Floor.
For the convenience of Commcreia
Apenisa large and well lighted sample
room has been titled up on the
ground floor. Livery confect-
ed with the Hotel.
J. W. MINDERHOUT, Prop’r.
DR. SCHOUTEN’S
AMI-BILIOUS AND BIORAM FILL ,
Have a specific Influence upon the Liver ar •
Bowels, and stimulute these organs into such vii
orous action that the impediments arc removed
Favorably knowr. by operating mildly.
They prevent uri irregularities originating from
Impurities of the Blood.





Holland, Mich., Feb. 25, 1875. 2-tf
MEAT MARKET
— I3ST THE —
FIRST WARD.
The undersigned announces to the Public that
he has finished his new Meat-Market, and is now
ready to supply his customers with all kinds of
Meats nnd Sausages. B) promptness and fair deal-
ing he feels confident of giving satisfaction to all
those who wish to favor him with part of their
trade.
The stand is one door west of 0. J. Haverkate A
Son’s Hardware Store.
Holland. April 2, 1875. W. BUTKAU.
Chit! Floitr ui Garda Gttdt,
Strawberries and Peaches-
NEW SORTS BY MAIL.
Plants of the newest snd finest improved sorts.
canfiiHy packed and prepaid bv mall My collec-
tion t.f Strawberries took the first premium for the
best Collection, at the great show of the Mass.
Horticultural Society, iu Boston, last season. I
grow nearly UK) varieib*. the most complete collec-
tion In the (’onntrv. Including all the new. large
American and Imported kinds. Priced descriptive
catalogue, gratis, by mail. A Do. Bulbs, Fruit
Trees, Roses, Evcrere ns. 25 packets Flower or
Darden Seeds, $1.00 by mall.
C U. 1 ne 1 rue to(1 ' ranheny, best sor
fur Upland, Lowland, or Garden, by mal
urv , , PW1^ I1 100. $5 per l.OtV
Wholesale Catalogue to the Trade. Agenta Wan
ted.
B. X WAT-OU, Old Color.y Nurseries and See
Warehouse, Plymouth, Hass. Established 1842.
1875. FALL AND WINTER. 1876.
We have received and opened a complete line of goods for the season. Our Fall and Winter Millinery
, Includes the latest styles. We intend to make Sbawlaa specialty, and have also in stock a
heavy aasortment of /
Ladies A Children Cloaks A Cloaking,
Ready made and cut and made to order, with a full line of Trimmings, also Velvetlnes, Double Wove
Paisley Shawls, Balmorals, Ladies and Children’s Hosiery aud Underwear.
L. & S. VAIDEN MERGE,
EIGHTH STREET - - - - HOLLAND, MICH
Drew Silk*, Lidia Seaifi and QUna, and a full line of Kid Glows, Perfume and Soaps
J In the line of Millinery notions ue cannot be tnnassed. Ribbons, Velwts, Satins
in large quantities. ’
TOYS! TOYS! TOYS!
W« .« the only emt for thesile , new prep.r.tlon for gl
i splendid lustre to all kinds of Starched Linen Wear. ,, We also keep Butter
Joslin A Ereyman,
Watchmakers & Jewelers,
Bankhailding, Cor. Eighth tni BWti St
Having disposed of most ol our old stock, we have
occupied my new quarters, on RIVER 8TUKKT
with a beautiful Block of everythiug
pertaining to a complete






We request all of our old friends to come and see
os iu onr new place and satisfy themselves as to
the above.
Mr J. Wykhnlzen. has established blmsclf with
us. and will be pleased to see his old custom-
ers and friends continue t belt former favors.
All Repairing will he Neatly
and Promptly executed.
Holland, Mich., Feb. 22, 1875.
2-1 V JOSLIN & BREYMAN.
MANUFACTURERS OF AMD DKALER8 IN
BOOTS, SHOES,
RUBBERS, ETC.
A Very large stock on hand.
Matt, - - HOLLAND, HIDE
46-3 _ ly
ESTRAY NOTICE.
¥)RoKK into mv enclosure, in Georgetown, Otta-
D wa County, Mich . otrnr shoot the middle of
Jnly last, one small Red Heifer, with some wbRa
fin the belly. The owner Is requested to ca'.1, prov#
property, pnv charges and take her away.
H. W SWEET,
Georgetown, Dec. 1st, 1875.
J. E. HIGGINS,
DEALER IN
MILL FEED, CORN, &c.
AH orders promptly attended to.
OFFICE NEAR
M. L. S. R. R. DEPOT.





Top or Open Buggies,
Light & Heavy Wagons.
SLEIGHS TRUCKS etc.
Also sole Agent for the
SOUTH BENE, IN3D.
This wagon is the best wagon In use In this 8tat%
and the only slope-spoked wagon manufac-
tured. It is abutter wagon than the Jade-
•on Wagon, and I will sell them Just as
cheap, and give a writien wananty
for one year. Wagons of my
own manufictura I will
sell for
SIXTY DOLLARS CASH
- o — —
All Work Warranted.
General BlacksmlthlBg done with Meatneei
aid dispatch.
Horse Shoeing a Speciality.
J.VMKIUN.
Holland. September 1, 1875.
Meat Market,
Jacob Unite.
Slsee the dissolution ofonroo-park
one°»t%?offisfe}™
Hf9S
keep conitanUy on hanMhe choiJJtof&l/ ana
Fash Meats, and offer them et the lowwt prices.
me., i j , v . ̂
I will sell cheaper than any
ope in this City
WC0,"R.
